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Navy dispatches second carrier 
Retaliation against Libya not planned WASHINGTON (AP)-The Navy dispatched a second aircraft carrier to 
sea in the Mediterranean yesterday, 
but sources said the Pentagon had yet 
to order a military strike against Libya 
in retaliation for recent terrorist at- 
tacks. 
Should such orders be issued, how- 
ever, the Navy is in position to form a 
two-carrier battle group that would 
include 16 combat ships and more than 
160 airplanes, the sources said. It would 
take about two days to move such a 
battle group to the Libyan coast, said 
the sources who discussed the situation 
only on the ground they not be identi- 
The   Pentagon   officially   declined 
comment on the position of the Navy 
Jut officials who requested anonym- 
ity said the carrier Coral Sea - its 
orders to return home canceled - had 
departed port in Malaga, Spain, early 
yesterday morning. 
The Coral Sea is steaming eastward 
toward the central Mediterranean, but 
is still far to the west of Libya, the 
sources said. 
The Coral Sea had been scheduled to 
depart Malaga for the Atlantic Ocean 
and home, having completed a stan- 
dard 6-month deployment that began 
Oct. 2. 
But the Pentagon confirmed Wednes- 
day night that those orders had been 
scuttled for "an indefinite period." 
Military commanders say they must 
have at least two carriers in the Medi- 
terranean to support any military oper- 
ation against Libya, the sources said. 
By getting under way, the Coral Sea joined the carrier America in operating 
within the Mediterranean. The Amer- 
ica ended a liber.y call at Livorno, 
Italy, Wednesday. 
The America had been scheduled to 
make another port call at Cannes, 
France, but those orders were also 
canceled. 
"Both carriers are heading in the 
direction of the central Mediterranean, 
but they haven't formed up in a battle 
group yet," said one official. 
The Coral Sea's departure followed 
statements Wednesday by President 
Reagan branding Libyan leader 
Moammar Khadafy as "definitely a 
in fatal bombings aboard a 
rA jetliner over Greece and in a West 
Berlin nightclub. 
SALT II 
extension 
sought 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A bi- 
partisan group of 52 senators 
urged President Reagan yester- 
day to maintain the unratified 
SALT II arms control treaty, 
even if it means scrapping two 
nuclear submarines next month. 
"We believe that discarding 
the SALT limits will endanger 
U.S. and NATO security by al- 
lowing the Soviets to add thou- 
sands of new warheads to their 
arsenal," said a letter to Reagan 
signed by 38 Democrats and 14 
Republicans. 
But an informed administra- 
tion source said most of 
Reagan's advisers are urging 
him to break through the treaty 
limits on long-range missiles 
when a new Trident missile sub- 
marine, the USS Nevada, begins 
sea trials about May 20. The 
president's chief option for stay- 
ing within the missile limit is to 
dismantle two existing Poseidon 
submarines. 
The Trident has 24 missile 
launchers, the Poseidon 16. 
Reagan said at his news con- 
ference Wednesday night that he 
had not made up his mind on 
SALT II. Although the 1979 
treaty was never ratified, the 
president has said the United 
States would respect it if Mos- 
cow did - a policy known as "no 
undercut." 
THE ISSUE of Soviet viola- 
tions of SALT II is critical to the 
decision, all sides agree. 
Reagan told reporters he wants 
to study reports of Soviet viola- 
tions. Alleged violations include 
secretive coding of test data and 
the deployment of two new mis- 
sile systems, rather than the one 
allowed by the treaty. 
Senior's 
challenge 
underway 
Following the theme of "Cele- 
bration '86, senior week kicked 
off with champagne fountains 
and hors d'oeuvres at the Mileti 
Alumni Center last night. 
The party is in recognition of 
the more than 120 seniors in- 
volved in this year's Senior 
Challenge, the senior fund- 
raising program with a goal of 
"It gives seniors a chance to 
meet each other and recognize 
all the seniors involved in the 
Senior Challenge," said Amy 
Weller, chairperson of the Senior 
Challenge kick-off committee. 
Committee members an- 
nounced that $13,000 has been 
pledged so far. 
Speaking at the party were 
JoAnne Kroll, director of Uni- 
versity Placement; Everett 
Piper, director of Alumni Devel- 
opment; and Larry Weiss, direc- 
tor of Alumni Affairs. 
Other guests included Freddie 
Falcon, the University mascot, 
who made a donation to the 
senior class. 
Defendants may not take stand 
by Valerie Clptak 
and Brian R. Ball 
staff reporters 
Lawyers, defendants and 
the judge left Wood County 
Common Pleas Court last 
night with a few legal issues 
unresolved in the ongoing kid- 
nap and rape trial of three 
Toledo men. 
Judge Donald DeCessna 
said he would decide whether 
or not the prosecution can 
submit statements of de- 
fendants Troy Hill and Pat- 
rick Henry after their arrest 
in Alabama "when the time 
comes." 
Rich Neller. attorney for 
third defendant Lamont 
Walker, said those 
statements should not be used 
because he will not have the 
chance to cross-examine Hill 
or Henry. Although they have 
the right to, none of the de- 
fendants are expected to take 
the stand. 
Assistant Prosecutor Alan 
Mayberry said because the 
statements do not directly 
incriminate anyone, they 
should be admissible. 
Hill's attorney, Chuck Boss, 
said the statements may test 
the defendants' credibility, 
and would therefore be held 
against them. 
Several FBI agents and 
University police brought Hill 
and Henry back to Ohio after 
their January arrest in Bir- 
mingham, Ala. Henry's girlf- 
riend testified Tuesday that 
Henry left town the Monday 
after the rape. 
Defense attorneys also mo- 
tioned that the victim, ex- 
pected to testify in the next 
tew days, not be allowed to 
identify the defendants as 
they sit next to their lawyers 
behind the defense desk. They 
said a line-up with several 
men would be more fair than 
having her look at Hill, Henry 
and Walker and say whether 
it was them or not. 
DeCessna said he would 
also decide that matter when 
the situation arose. 
In testimony, uncle of the 
prosecution's  first  witness, 
On the Wood County Common Pleas Court witness stand yesterday 
morning, Alan Mayberry, (left) assistant county prosecutor, ques- 
tions John Michalak, a detective with the Toledo Police Department 
Scientific Investigations Unit, about the backseat that was removed 
from the car owned by defendant Troy Steven Hill. Michalak was 
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one of the investigators who examined the car for evidence on a 
search warrant on October 29, 1985. The car was found abandoned 
in Toledo and matched a description given by the victim. The cuts in 
the seat material were made by Toledo police to get samples of 
stains for chemical analysis. 
Floyd Boatman, testified that 
Floyd told him the story of the 
rape the next day. f
'He said Pat and Lamont 
raped a girl," Kenny Boat- 
man, 22, said. 
Kenny, who said he saw 
Floyd and the defendants 
leave a party and not come 
back that night, said Floyd 
was nervous, and "shaking, 
licking his lips and rubbing 
his forehead* when he told 
him about the rape. 
Parts of Kenny^s testimony 
differed from his November 
testimony to the Wood County 
grand jury, and from Floyd's 
statements Monday. Defense 
lawyers questioned him hosti- 
lely. 
"Which day did you talk to 
Floyd (about the rape)?" La- 
feyette Tolliver, Henry's at- 
torney, asked in reference to 
a discrepency between two 
days. 
"Like I said, if you were out 
half the night, you'd be con- 
fused too," Kenny answered. 
Kenny said Floyd told him 
that he turned around in Hill's 
car, where the rapes were 
supposed to have occurred, 
and told Henry and Walker to 
"leave the girl alone." 
Floyd told the jury Monday 
he didn't say anything to 
them. 
Another man in Bowling 
Green that night, Jimmy 
Crawford, 21, said he saw 
Walker with "bloodshot 
eyes" at the party that night. 
"(He was) maybe just 
high," Crawford said. 
Police involved with the 
search of Hill's car and inven- 
tory of its contents testified 
about the validity of evidence 
from it. 
Semen stains and blond 
hairs were found, but the vic- 
tim's right tennis shoe, stu- 
dent ID, driver's license and 
underwear, listed in the 
search warrant as items to be 
looked for, were not found. 
Investigators also could not 
find a white sheet, alleged to 
have been used in the abduc- 
tion of the woman. 
Officer Edward Franks, 
with the regional crime labo- 
ratory, answered questions 
concerning blood types de- 
rived from the semen stains. □ See Trial, page 4. 
University aims to enroll more minority grads 
by Dave Harding 
chief copy editor 
Raising the level of funding and in- 
creasing the number of minority faculty 
members are essential if the University 
hopes to recruit more minority graduate 
students, said several University admin- 
istrators. 
"We need to put increasingly more 
resources toward recruiting minority 
graduate students/' said Louis Katzner, 
graduate dean, "we're working hard to 
get more of them to come to the Univer- 
sity, but it would help if we had more 
resources to do a better Job." 
There are currently 82 minority grad 
uate students at the University. 
Katzner said the graduate college had 
requested in its budget funding for 10 
minority stipends but was not allotted 
enough money by the University budget 
council. 
"We requested a total of 60 stipends - 
including 10 minority stipends that would 
go toward a general pool - but we re- 
ceived only 25 (total)," Katzner said. 
"Given other pressures that existed at 
the time, we were forced to cut the 
minority stipends from the graduate bud- 
get," Katzner said. 
Katzner said the current policy for 
recruitment called for each department 
to reserve 15 percent of the funds they 
received to support minority graduate 
students but added this was only a target 
figure and not a rule. 
PEACE CHAMPION, director of the 
Office of Project Search, said 
assistantship offers could be made 
quicker to minority graduate students if a 
general stipend pool was formed. 
"We've already lost five or six students 
to other schools because we offered them 
assistantships too late." Champion 
said. "The earlier we grant assitantships, 
the more likely we'll get students to come 
to B.G." 
Champion said a general stipend pool 
would allow minority credentials to be 
evaluated and processed more quickly. 
The current policy of having the creden- 
tials evaluated by each department cre- 
ates delays because assistantship 
approval has to await the departments' 
budgeting process. 
Champion said Ohio State is one school 
having a general minority stipend pool 
and because of this was able to offer 
assistantships as early as February. She 
said the University had only started to 
offer assistantships last week. 
Katzner said he hoped the proposal of 
minority stipends would be implemented. 
"I think the idea of minority stipends is 
a good one and something that should be 
done in future years," be said. 
KATZNER SAID another reason for the 
lack of minority graduate students is 
because of the lack of minority faculty 
members. 
"It would help recruitment if minority 
graduate students came to the University 
and there were more minority faculty 
members," Katzner said. "I think stu- 
dents would view this as a sign that the 
University is committed to minority edu- 
cation." 
Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of 
minority affairs, said because graduate 
students work more closely with their 
instructors, it helps to have someone of 
their own background to relate to. 
"A white faculty member may frown 
on a minority student if he wants to 
research Africa," Taylor said. "It ia 
helpful to have someone of one's own 
ethnic background to go to when encour- 
agement is needed." 
Taylor said only about 12 black faculty 
members teach at the University but 
added only 3 percent black facultv teanh 
in universities nationwide. '     °* 
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Action inconsistent 
T ast week University President Paul Olscamp 
Ljannounced the suspension of a University ad- 
ministrator and the expulsion of a graduate student 
after charges were brought against both for sex- 
related offenses. 
While such action was justified in dealing with 
graduate student Jamie Ruggiero who was charged 
for a second time with soliciting off-duty officers in 
a University restroom, the action appears harsh for 
Jerry Richardson, assistant director of the Univer- 
sity Placement Office. 
Richardson was charged with gross sexual impo- 
sition and corruption of a minor, both third degree 
felonies, and suspending him has the appearance of 
convicting him before he has been tried. 
By releasing Richardson from his post the Uni- 
versity administration appears to be placing the 
burden of proof of innocence on Richardson, both in 
the courtroom and in the community. 
The University, in a statement released last 
semester, refused to take action against any of the 
people arrested in connection with the undercover 
investigation of soliciting in University restrooms 
before the trials were complete. 
These others, including two University profes- 
sors, had the right to trial before the University 
took action against them. Why should it be any 
different in Richardson's case? 
Granted, the charges against Ruggiero and the 10 
others arrested last fall were misdemeanors and 
the charges against Richardson are third-degree 
felonies. 
But keeping Richardson at his post would in no 
way pose a threat to the people with whom he works 
or in any way prevent turn from doing his job. 
The action taken against Ruggiero was appropri- 
ate considering he had already been found guilty of 
a similar offense in December of last year and had 
violated conditions imposed upon him by the Uni- 
versity after his conviction. Also, as part of Ruggie- 
ro's probation, he could not be convicted of any 
similar offenses for one year. 
But by suspending Richardson before he goes on 
trial, the University administration has placed 
itself in the position of judge and jury, a position 
they refused to take last semester. 
Let this lady pick up the tab 
Abuse is vicious cycle 
by David H. Schmidt 
If any of us are innocent, as 
they say, it is the children. It is 
the ones with the snotty noses 
and the big bright eyes to whom 
we turn for comfort and consola- 
tion from the struggles of this 
high-stress era. 
However, instead of turning to 
these lovable people, our kids, 
with open arms of compassion, 
the latest statistics show that 
we're turning to them with 
closed fists of rage. In 1976, the 
American Humane Association 
found that 413,000 cases of child 
abuse had been reported to state 
and local authorities that year. 
By 1961 the count had doubled to 
851,000. And it has been on the 
increase ever since. 
Although experts cannot con- 
clude that child abuse is a dis- 
ease, what they do know is that 
child abuse has a way of perpet- 
uating itself. In other words, the 
abused child often grows up to 
be a child abuser. According to 
Richard Willey, a child special- 
ist in the Los Angeles County 
Sheriff's Department, "The rate 
of the crime's increase is geo- 
metric: if a man or woman nas 
four children and abuses all of 
them, there is a potential for 
four abusive families." ■ Worse yet, studies of prison 
inmates and prison populations 
show that upward of 90 percent 
of all inmates claim to have 
been abused as children - with a 
heavier emphasis on those con- 
victed of "hard" crimes, such as 
murder, rape or arson. {  A new group developed a few 
Ere ago, Parents Anonymous, 
gained moderate success in 
combating this heinous crime. 
These parents are sick and like 
in any other sickness, a remedy 
is imperative. 
What has come out in some of 
these group sessions is all too 
revealing in the manner of com- 
mon human decency and moral 
character. Most abusive parents 
come to find that it's not the 
child they hate so much as them- 
selves. Taking it out on the child 
is much easier than taking it out 
on the boss or a colleague; be- 
sides, the child can't fire them. 
Facts show that no social class 
in particular predominates. For 
instance, a laborer has to toler- 
ate the screams and hollers of 
his foreman all day. When he 
comes home, it's his turn. In 
much the same manner, a white- 
collar worker has to deal with 
both a fastidious boss and a 
company at large. When he 
comes home, hitting his child is 
not only his way of showing 
who's boss but is a physical 
outlet as well. 
The greatest influence we'll 
ever have in our lives is as 
parents. That influence, surely, 
should be a positive one. We 
must teach our children to settle 
their plights with reason and 
rationale, not with closed fists 
and baseball bats. If we don't 
emphasize this, then we are 
nothing short of criminal idiots. 
Perhaps the sickness lies in 
the species. If wolves and mon- 
keys and birds take such meticu- 
lous care of their young, why do 
human beings subject theirs to 
whippings, punches and sexual 
perversion? 
Indeed, it is quite clear that 
some of us are sick, but there is 
no reason to be sicker. 
Schmidt is a graduate student 
in philosophy trom Rochester, 
Minn. 
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by Mike Royko 
I know that the lady is going to 
call as soon as she reads this and 
accuse me of being cruel, cal- 
lous and insensitive. She does it 
every time I write something 
about illegal aliens. 
When I wrote that we should 
have new, ineffective immigra- 
tion laws, she was on the phone 
telling me I was selfish for want- 
ing to keep this country for my- 
Actually, I'm in favor of ad- 
mitting a certain number of 
immigrants, as this country has 
always done, as long as they 
come here legally. I just don t 
think we should try to absorb 
half of Mexico's population over- 
night. 
When immigration agents 
rounded up some illegals who 
were driving cabs, I wrote that it 
wasn't a bad idea. I think that if 
you are going to wheel a cab up 
the Kennedy Expressway at 75 
miles an hour, you should under- 
stand enough English to know 
that your passenger is scream- 
ing in terror, not singing to you. 
The same lady called to say 
that the agents were monsters 
and that an illegal alien 
shouldn't be deprived of the op- 
portunity to work while in this 
country illegally. 
Then there was the time some 
starry-eyed do-gooders said that 
illegals should not only have the 
right to work here, and to work 
or draw social benefits such as 
welfare checks and food stamps, 
but they should be permitted to 
vote. 
When I finally realized that 
they weren't kidding, I sug- 
gested that letting illegals vote 
might be stretching hospitality a 
little. It might also tempt Chi- 
cago politicians to import them 
by the thousands before every 
election. 
And the lady called to accuse 
me of being anti-Hispanic. 
That's not true. It's just that if I 
can't vote in Mexico's elections, 
I don't see why citizens of Mex- 
ico should vote in ours. 
But what bothers this lady 
more than anything else is my 
use of the words "Illegal aliens." 
She tells me that I should refer 
to them as "undocumented 
workers." 
That's the way they are al- 
ways described by the groups 
that oppose new immigration 
laws. But it's not really precise 
to call them "undocumented 
workers." If I forgot my wallet 
when I went to work in the 
morning, then I suppose I'd be 
an undocumented worker. 
If somebody snatched my car 
and couldn't show the cops any 
proof of ownership, wouldhe be 
an "undocumented driver"? 
That's why I prefer the words 
"illegal alien." It means what it 
says: an alien who is here in 
violation of our immigration 
laws. 
Which leads me to the latest 
outburst of indignation by the 
pro-illegal groups. 
The federal government just 
established a policy that sounds 
so sensible, you wouldn't think 
anyone couia object. 
The policy is that illegal aliens 
will not be permitted to live in 
government-subsidized housing. 
/'WELL, WE GOT '£M BOOIN6 
(    IN   ALPHAFETlCAL ORPER, 
^^^ AT   LEAST/ 
In other words, if somebody 
sneaks Into this country, your 
tax dollars and mine won't be 
used to provide them with free 
housing. 
That seems logical enough. 
After all, if a stranger wandered 
into your home, and said he 
wanted to live rent-free in your 
guest room for awhile, you'd 
probably call the cops. 
But as soon as the new federal 
policy was announced, there 
was an outcry by several His- 
panic organizations saying that 
this regulation was somehow 
unfair to Hispanics. 
That's what always confuses 
me. These groups keep insisting 
that anything done to prevent 
illegal aliens from being here is 
unfair to those Hispanics who 
are citizens or legal aliens. 
If I follow their argument, 
they seem to be saying that if 
somebody crawls through my 
window at night, and I set the 
watchdogs on him, them I'm 
being unfair to people who I 
might invite to my home for 
dinner. 
Or if somebody grabs me on 
the street and demands that I 
empty my wallet and give him 
my watch, and I yell for the 
cops, I'm being unfair to the 
Salvation Army workers who 
collect money on the street at 
Christmastime. 
I think I have a right to decide 
who is going to be in my home or 
to whom I'm going to give 
money. 
And I think that this country 
has a right to decide that it won't 
provide free housing for people 
who shouldn't be here in the first 
place. 
Now that lady is Koine to call. 
She's going to say that I have a 
heart of stone and do I want 
those poor people living out in 
the cold? 
I'm going to tell her. absolu- 
tely not. I think they should be 
put up at the Drake Hotel. And 
she should pick up the tab. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Letters 
We're not children 
Along with many other grad- 
uating seniors, I have a seen 
interest in plans for the upcom- 
ing Commencement ceremony. 
I found the April 8 issue of The 
BG News filled with information 
regarding what is to take place. 
I have just a few questions. 
Sydney Harris will be the key- 
note speaker. Fine. The Univer- 
sity even saved $2,500 on his 
speaker's fee because he was so 
impressed with student involve- 
ment in his selection. What stu- 
dents were involved? I was not 
questioned as to whom I'd like to 
have speak, nor were any other 
May graduates that I know. 
Similarly, I had no input in the 
change in seating arrangements 
for the ceremony. Yet President 
Olscamp was quoted as saying: 
"The idea wasn't exactly my 
own. Some students were con- 
cerned about the structure of the 
event." What students? How 
many? I resent changes being 
made and credited to students1 
wishes, when in fact the major- 
ity of students had no input 
whatsoever. 
The most infuriating aspect of 
this entire situation is the letter 
all graduating seniors received 
from President Olscamp, asking 
us, in essence, to behave our- 
selves at the ceremony. I have 
spent four years at this Univer- 
sity without ever having seen its 
president, let alone receiving 
mail from him. It is for this 
reason that I doubt the sincerity 
of the congratulations extended 
in the opening paragraph, and 
deeply resent being told how to 
conduct myself at my own grad- 
uation. 
Finally, to Michael Yepko, 
whose letter appeared in the 
same issue of The News: I also 
believe graduation is a "time for 
serious consideration of past 
accomplishments and future as- 
pirations. " But it is also the final 
experience students will share 
before going their separate 
ways. I would like to think that I 
will be able to share this time 
with those I've been close to 
these past four years. Instead, I 
wID be sitting between two 
strangers I've never seen be- 
fore. Yepko may have spent his 
money and his energy securing 
this year's speaker, but I've 
spent my money and my energy 
putting myself through school 
and don't appreciate being 
treated like a child. 
Denise L. Gretz 
256 S. College (B) 
Phony SICSIC signs 
Recently several signs were 
placed at various locations on 
campus using the theme "SIC- 
SIC sez." As advisor to SICSIC I 
want the University community 
to know these signs were not 
made or distributed by SICSIC 
members. 
These signs dealt with topics 
like religion, racism and rape 
and were made to look like the 
normal SICSIC signs we see on 
campus. 
SICSIC members are appalled 
at the apparent lack of sensitiv- 
ity on the part of some who 
would resort to such tasteless 
humor and the group hopes the 
entire University community 
will join together to make sure 
such incidents are reported to 
the authorities. Guilty individu- 
BLOOM COUNTY 
als will be prosecuted. 
Thank you for your support. 
SICSIC is celebrating its 40th 
anniversary on the University 
campus and its members will 
continue to support the many 
organizations and activities on 
campus. 
Larry J. Weiss 
Alumni & Development 
Founders mice 
The BG Afews'article "Found- 
ers fights rodents" (April 8) was 
somewhat misleading. 
The article states: "And al- 
though many residents make a joke of the situation, University 
officials think it is a serious 
problem." It seems to me that 
the students have been taking 
the problem seriously and Uni- 
versity officials have been mak- 
ing a joke of it. When trying to 
acquire mouse traps, some stu- 
dents were given the runaround. 
Furthermore, an upper-level 
member of the Residence Life 
staff has actually denied there is 
AT (AST.? A 
a problem. The Founders staff 
has been told there really isn't a 
problem, that it's just a case of a 
tew students keeping extremely 
filthy rooms which naturally 
leads to a few mice. 
In the article, Dave Crandall 
is quoted as saying "Usually it 
happens in the fall, kids bring 
food in with them, and we start 
to get reports." If the problem 
really is the result of filth and 
food, then why were there mice 
in Founders during the sum- 
mer? I have been fold by reli- 
able sources that Founders was 
Infested with mice when there 
was no one in the building. In 
addition, the students next to me 
have the cleanest room on the 
floor, and yet one night they 
caught five mice in six hours. 
It has been proposed that the 
building be sprayed over sum- 
mer Break. Environmental 
Services claims that this would 
cause a greater problem due to 
the smell Apparently, they have 
forgotten that students go home 
for the summer. 
Jim Perry 
MzTreadway 
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Foreign tales told 
to BG youngsters 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
Most children are familiar 
with the American versions of 
fairy tales like Cinderella and 
Sleeping Beauty, but local nurs- 
ery children at the University 
nursery school had the chance to 
listen to stories of another na- 
ture. 
As part of the scheduled 
events listed for the Interna- 
tional Week, the World Student 
Association sponsored a session 
for youngsters to listen to for- 
eign fairy tales in the Interna- 
tional Lounge of South Hall 
Wednesday. 
"The purpose of the event is to 
show children that there are 
different types of people and 
cultures," Jeff Grifiiot, assis- 
tant director of the international 
program, said. "It's a fantastic 
opportunity for the American 
college students to get an inter- 
national understanding through 
the arts, which is the theme of 
this year's International Week." 
MUSHALWAH RIDZWAN, 
president of the World Student 
Association, said foreign fairy 
tales invite Americans to learn 
about another culture. 
"Some of the foreign students 
really miss home and the litera- 
ture event allows them to reflect 
on their experiences from their 
country," Ridzwan said. "And 
at the same time, it may give the 
children some insight on cultu- 
ral beliefs." 
While Ridzwan said the mor- 
als of the foreign fairy tales are 
basically the same as American 
tales, the theme of International 
Week sets a good foundation for 
a sense of internationalism. 
"It also gives the youngsters a 
chance to learn about another 
culture firsthand. Parents often 
tell their children about politics 
and social beliefs from another 
country, but the literature read- 
ings will introduce the subject to 
youngsters," she said. "It gives 
the children the chance to create 
their own beliefs and ideas." 
Abdullah Inusa, senior indus- 
trial education major from Ni- 
geria, said the readings not only 
reflect different cultures, but 
also teach the children to be 
obedient to their parents and 
elders. 
"In Nigeria, children are in- 
stilled with the idea of respect- 
ing elders while they are young, 
so they will be wise when they 
are older," Inusa said. "Plus it 
gives me the chance to relate 
my experiences back home to 
how things are done here." 
Better to eat you with my dear..! 
Kelley McConnaughy, sophomore elementary education major, reads 
the German version of Little Red Riding Hood to Tracey Fritz, junior 
BG News/Jim Sakola 
child services major, and a group of University nursery school 
students. The event was part of international veek sponsored by the 
World Student Association. 
Take a day off from smoking 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. — Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
BGSU THEATRE AND 
GERMAN, RUSSIAN & 
EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES DEPT. 
presents: 
"The Resistible Rise 
of Arturo UI" 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
In German: April 9, 10 at 1:30 p.m. 
April 11, 8 p.m. 
In English: April 9, 10 & 12 at 8:00 p.m. 
WORSHIP WITH US THIS SUNDA Y. . . 
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
1506 E. Wooster Street — just east of Wendy's 
9:30 and 11:00 a.m. 
Message by Dr. Robert Sinks: 
"Getting It Right the First Time" 
(the choice of a marriage mate) 
SIBS WEEKEND 1986 
Scheduled Events: 
FRIDAY — Welcome Sibs! 
- $P Reduced Admission at Rec Center - Spyro Gyra Concert 
- Free Skating at Ice Arena - % Star Wars Trilogy 
SATURDAY 
- Trip to Toledo Zoo 
We provide Transportation 
- Carnival Booths, Clowns, 
and Balloons 1:30-5:30 Union Oval 
- Free Skating at Ice Arena 
- €£ Reduced Admission at Rec Center 
- UA0 Star Wars Trilogy WM 
- International Dinner 
Food, Dance from other countries 
Sponsored By Student Activities Organization 
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Jazz bands win at festival 
by Michelle FUher 
reporter 
The College of Musical Arts 
Jazz Lab Band and jazz combo 
Multiple Choice, along with 
eight individual students, were 
recent winners in the 1986 Elm- 
hurst college Jazz Festival in 
Elmhurst, 111. 
The two groups received out- 
standing performance awards in 
a competition that included mu- 
sicians from 80 colleges and 
universities from the Midwest. 
Under the direction of Musical 
Arts professor David Melle, 
Bowling Green groups have par- 
ticipated in the festival since it 
was started in 1967. 
Professional musicians such 
as Canada's top jazz artist Rob 
McConnell famed trumpeter 
Bobby Shew and Steve Hough- 
ton, drummer in the Freddie 
Hubbard Quartet, judged the 
event. 
Dick Buckley, internationally 
known authority on jazz, re- 
turned to his seventh festival as 
master of ceremonies. 
The Judges offered construc- 
tive critiques of the performing 
groups, conducted clinics and 
demonstrated their own skills as 
guest artists. 
They also granted awards to 
individual musicians, outstand- 
ing ensembles, student arrang- 
ers and composers. 
JENNIFER GROMAN, senior 
elementary education major, 
has participated in the festival 
for the past two years as one of 
the 20 members of the Lab Band. 
She also won the 1985 Outstand- 
ing Vocalist Award. 
"It felt great winning the out- 
standing performance award 
with the Lab Band. I think the 
audience enjoyed it," she said. 
Tom Pompei, junior music 
education major, was one of the 
individuals to win the Outstand- 
ing Musician Award for his per- 
cussion performance. 
Purchase any 12" or la" 
Superb cheese pizza only... ■ 
$A99 ! 4 
Additional Items $1" 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
JUST ADD WATER. 
Srnd tour mother a copt of tour resume in a Kmkn s 
marching rmefope  Srnd your agent a copy of your 
in » rnjuusinpi in a kinkoS  manlla envelope. 
Send inn  tour form letter in a/orm erne lope 
Next time \our moulh *atei> for an emelnpe. think 
of MnknV 
kjnko-s 
OrW cOftteH.Grwt people. 
325 E. Woosler SI. 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Marry (naar the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished. 
Furnished 
715 A 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 A 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Savanth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
340-850 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apt*.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
455 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
He attributes the success at 
the festival to a combination of a 
supportive director and extra 
rehearsals. 
"It was a shot in the arm to 
win since we haven't gotten the 
award in the three years since 
I've been a member of the 
band," Pompei said. 
Other individual awards in- 
clude Andrea Rowlison, a senior 
music performance major, who 
was named outstanding soloist 
of the festival. She also received 
a |400 scholarship to Birch 
Creek Farm Music Academy in 
Wisconsin. 
The College of Musical Arts 
celebration of Jazz Week contin- 
ues tonight with the faculty jazz 
quartet at 8 p.m. High school 
bands will be featured Saturday 
beginning at 9 a.m. 
The week's events will con- 
clude with a concert performed 
§r the professional band, Spyro 
yra at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Trial  
D Continued from page 1. 
After two hours of testimony, 
the prosecution established only 
that the three defendents could 
not be eliminated from suspi- 
cion. But Franks said the evi- 
dence does not conclude the 
semen was definitely that of any 
of the defendants. 
Businessmen present lectures 
by But) SymboUk 
reporter 
The College of Business will be celebrating 
its 90th Anniversary with several successful 
businessmen presenting lectures today. 
The speakers include recently-retired Lewis 
Lehr, former chairman and chief executive 
officer of the Minnesota Mining and Manufac- 
turing Co.; Donald Noble formerly chief exec- 
utive officer of Rubbermaid Inc.; and W. Hall 
Wendel, CEO of Polaris Industries. 
Noble will speak at 9 ajn. on "Corporate 
Mission and Strategy." and Lehr will follow at 
10:30 a.m. with a talk on "Fostering Innova- 
tion." Both lectures are in Kobacker Hall in 
the Moore Musical Arts Building. At 1:30 
em., small group concurrent sessions will be 
i by Lehr, Noble and Wendel. These ses- 
sions will be held in rooms 110,114 and 116 of 
the Business Administration Building. 
"Under the leadership of Noble and Lehr, 
Rubbermaid and 3M became models of excel- 
lence in the American business community," 
said Robert Patton, dean of the college of 
Business Administrtion. 
PATTON SATO in a recent 1986 Fortune 
Magazine survey where executives, outside 
directon and security analysts were asked to 
name the companies they most admired, 3M 
placed second (after IBM) and Rubbermaid 
placed seventh. Rubbermaid was the smallest 
company ever to place in the top 10 in the 
history of this survey, he said. 
Following the morning's events, the college 
will have an awards and a scholarship lun- 
cheon in McDonald West cafeteria to nonor 
the "best and the brightest." About $50,000 in 
funds will be awarded with approximately 110 
students being recognized at the luncheon. 
Drill teams to compete today 
Loft Registration 
for Fall & Spring 
Semesters 86-87 
Now to May 15 
Call for registration 
form and list of rates 
352-3836, 
9-5 M-F 
Loft Construe 
* 10% Discountilyou* 
mail your loft payment 
before May 15th 
by MellsM McGUUvray 
staff reporter 
About 40 drill teams from 
across the United States will 
twirl and toss for trophies in this 
weekend's 16th Annual BGSU 
Invitational Drill Meet. 
Showing expertise in the hand- 
ling of rifles is the purpose of the 
meet. The event is being com- 
bined this year with the Per- 
shing Rifles National Drill Meet, 
said Scott Prescott, drill meet 
officer. 
The invitational meet is an 
ROTC-related event, and the 
national meet is associated with 
Penning Rifles, a military fra- 
ternity which has a division on 
campus of 34 members, Prescott 
said. 
Prescott said the commanders 
of the teams decided to have the 
national meet at the University 
because they like the way the 
invitational meet is handled. 
"They picked B.G. this year 
because all the commanders 
Golden Key 
National Honor Society 
HONORS WEEK 
DAY DATE    TITLE 
«/14 HOrtOCB re If 
4/15        Keynote Settlor! 
4/H 
•eTTHraeTy 4/l» OoMen Key Honorary 
M#fTw#r lunch ton 
DiSOHPTION 
Informational table* rep- 
resenting several honora- 
ries in University Holl from 
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Honors Week klckoff with 
Pres. Olscamp as the fea- 
tured speaker. Open to 
the public. Room 110 BA, 
8:00 p.m. 
Dr. E. Spreitier will speak 
about applying to Grad- 
uate Schools. Open to the 
public, Room 112 BA, 6:00 
p.m. 
Opportunity for GKNHS stu- 
dent members to meet 
GKNHS Honorary Mem- 
bers. Open to members 
only, Bowl-n-Greenery, 
11:30 a.m. 
presents a lecture by 
John Stock well: 
Secret Wart of the CIA 
Wednesday, April 16 
8:00 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroon 
John Stockwell is the highest 
ranking CIA official to openly 
criticize the agency. He has 
appeared on 60 Minutes, NBC 
Magazine and in several docu- 
mentaries. Mr. Stockwell will 
recount his first-hand experi- 
ence with CIA activity in Viet- 
nam, South Africa, El Salvador 
and Nicaragua. 
• Free and) open to all • 
liked our drill meet. They think 
it's an all well-run meet," Pre- 
scott said. 
About 1,500 to 2,500 college and 
high school students from Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, 
Michigan, Maryland, Pennsyl- 
vania, Iowa, North Carolina. 
New Jersey and Florida will 
show their skills in rifle twirling 
and handling, he said. 
PRESCOTT SAID the respon- 
sibilities of putting on the com- 
bined invitational and the 
national events took away time 
the University drill team could 
have had for practicing drills. 
For this reason, the Univer- 
sity will have fewer Pershing 
Rifles members represented 
this year than in previous drill 
meets. 
"It's not that we didn't have 
the people, it's that we didn't 
have the time," Prescott said. 
Two Pershing Rifles color 
guard teams made up of five 
members, one team male and 
the other female, will compete. 
In previous competitions, sev- 
eral University squads of seven 
to 12 members competed. 
Judges from Fort Knox, Ky., 
and Fort Wayne, Ind., along 
with a representative from the 
Bowling Green Air Force re- 
cruiting office and two Univer- 
sity alumni, evaluate the teams 
on the criteria of originality and 
difficulty of moves. 
The teams are Judged in three 
categories, the first of which is 
regulation, Prescott said. 
"We send the team a series of 
moves. The team has to mem- 
orize the moves and do them in 
that order," he said. 
THE EXHIBITION segment 
of the competition, also called 
"trick drills," concerns the spin- 
and tossing of rifles, he 
The meet begins at 1 p.m. 
today in Anderson Arena, and 
resumes tomorrow at 6 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena and then 
Eppler South. Admission is free. 
o CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER      • 
Look for the pizza man on 
* i&U^* campus with his bright orange 
.^/x^r jacket and tag him for a valuable 
'^y^        ?V~ coupon for your next Pizza Sf)X2*& \ Brother's visit Jos*** S^ P.S. His name is not Herb! 
-CTT-^C^Q^^^ Sive this id for 2  Free Pepsi wttl 
o ^ W^f^k- ■art order. (Not good etrh any other offer)               o 
TAKE SOMEONE 
SPECIAL TO THE 
ROYAL HANNEFORD 
CIRCUS!!! 
April 27th 
1:30 & 6:00 p.m. 
Anderson Arena 
Tickets 
BGSU Student/Youth $3.°° 
All-Sports Pass Holder $2.™ 
Adult $5.00 
Available at Memorial Hall Ticket Office, Falcon 
House, Warzy's and Southside 6. 
The Perfect Wrap-up to Springfest Weekend! I 
A WEEK OF MASSIVE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
April 14-18, 1986 
In the Ohio Suite. 
University Union 
Meet writers, editors, reporters, 
broadcasters, photographers, and 
public relations practitioners who will 
discuss tha communication fiald and 
career opportunities. The week of 
events is free and opan to all. 
Sponsored by the School of Man Communication 
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G.S. shouldn't play 
into Libya's hands, 
college expert says 
WILMINGTON, Ohio 
(AP)-The United States 
must be careful not to play 
into the hands of Libyan 
leader Col. Moammar Kha- 
dafy by taking military ac- 
tion, a Wilmington College 
expert said yesterday. 
Dr. Alireza Alavi said that 
by taking military retaliation 
against Rhadafv for terrorist 
acts, the United States could 
enhance his status in the Mid- 
dle East. 
"We tend to make a hero 
out of him in the eyes of most 
developing nations, espe- 
cially those in the Middle 
East." said the professor of 
Middle Eastern studies. 
Regimes such as Khadafy's 
thrive on crisis, he said. 
"Having heroes and mar- 
tyrs in their society serves 
their interests. By having the 
U.S., the world's most power- 
ful military nation, as an ac- 
tive opponent, leaders such as 
Khadafy gain In stature," 
Alavi said. 
"His policy of supporting 
international terrorism is de- 
signed, in my opinion, to in- 
cite a reaction which 
inevitably leads to the loss of 
Libyan fives, thus creating 
heroes and martyrs who 
serve as rallying points for 
the regime." 
ALAVI SAID that by at- 
tacking Khadafy, the United 
States is actually making him 
more popular. 
He said the way to handle a 
man like Khadary is through 
non-military means via diplo- 
matic or economic channels. 
"If the international com- 
munity did this in concert, it 
would make far more impact 
than any possible military 
activity," Alavi said. 
News Briefs 
Boy with AIDS returns to school 
KOKOMO, Ind. (AP) - Teen- 
age AIDS victim Ryan White 
returned to school yesterday 
after a Judge threw out a tempo- 
rary order barring his atten- 
dance, and some parents 
promptly took their children out 
of class in protest. 
The ruling by Clinton Circuit 
Judge Jack O'Neill was the lat- 
est move in the legal battle that 
has kept the 14-year-old Kokomo 
youth out of classes all but one 
day of this school year. 
Ryan,   who   contracted   ac- 
quired immune deficiency syn- 
drome through blood treatments 
for hemophilia, has been barred 
from classes since last summer. 
Parents of Ryan's classmates 
at the Western Middle School 
had obtained the temporary in- 
junction on Feb. 21, the one day 
Ryan attended classes after a 
local health officer said he posed 
no threat to his classmates. 
Yesterday, Ryan was whisked 
away from the court hearing 
and taken to school. 
Nader: States at fault on rates 
OXFORD, Ohio (AP)-Con- 
sumer advocate Ralph Nader 
blames state legislators for let- 
ting insurance companies in- 
crease premiums and said the 
state's companies have 
launched a dual public relations 
attack to justify higher rates. 
Nader, in a Wednesday night 
speech at Miami University, 
gested that insurance com- 
I keep profit and loss num- 
secret from lawmakers, 
who make the laws that govern 
the industry. 
Nader said some Ohio legis- 
lators are not even asking tor 
the numbers. 
As a result, many cities and 
small businesses find them- 
selves paying whopping insur- 
ance increases or going without 
coverage, he said. 
"Insurance companies can al- 
ways buy legislatures or rent 
them," Nader said. Nader said 
lawmakers, as a result, are now 
considering restricting the 
amounts the sick or injured can 
collect in lawsuits. 
Young Ron caught eavesdropping 
(AP)-The president's son, 
Ron Reagan, who went to his 
father's summit meeting with 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba- 
chev on assignment for Playboy 
magazine, reveals that he and 
the president's official biogra- 
pher were caught by the Rus- 
sians eavesdropping on a 
private conversation between 
the two leaders. 
The young Reagan, who 
gained entry to the talks not as a journalist but by using his spe- 
cial relationship to satisfy "a 
citizen's curiosity." described 
the scene for Playboy. 
"Along with presidential bi- 
ographer Edmund Morris, I de- 
cided to remain close to the 
action," he wrote. 
"Instead of whillng away the 
time in an upstairs holding 
room, we adjourn to the blue 
antechamber/' he said. 
"Ears pressed to the door, we 
can with difficulty make out 
what's being said in confer- 
ence." 
N.Y. policemen to get new 'soles' 
NEW YORK (AP) - For the 
well-heeled New York cop, the 
times that try men's soles may 
be over. 
Officers have been told they 
can replace their traditional 
heavy shoes with the comfort- 
able footwear favored by bas- 
ketball referees. 
"I think we're taking a step in 
the right direction," said Lt. 
Arthur Jacobs, a spokesman for 
the Police Department's uni- 
form committee. 
Interim Order 25 permits po- 
lice officers to wear lighter, 
filastic-soled shoes with softer 
eather. The uppers must still be 
of black leather, no loafers are 
allowed, and styles worn by po- 
lice on "Miami Vice" remain on 
the unsuitable list. 
"In 1870, police wore what 
looked like cowboy boots, with- 
out laces." said Janet Hehanas- 
idy, assistant curator at the 
Police Academy Museum. "But 
by 1900, the shoes they wore 
looked pretty much like the ones 
they wear now." 
| Applications for 
The GAVEL Editor and 
The OBSIDIAN Editor 
for the 1986-87 academic year 
are being accepted through 
Friday, April 11,5 p.m. 
214 West Hall 
The KEY 
To Winning 
Order your 1986 Yearbook 
and you automatically qualify to win: 
ooooooooooooooooooooo< 
w 
&:':':':':Sff:::::v:':'^ :^Tx7Svi« 
Preview Your Favorite 
Teams 
* Cincinnati Reds 
* Cleveland Indians 
* Detroit Tigers 
* Toledo Mudhens 
in the 1986 
THE BG NEWS 
BASEBALL TABLOID SPECIAL EDITION 
Wednesday, April 23 
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 17, 4 p.m. 
• 214 West Hall • 372-2601 
■:■ 
^mmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^ 
1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle 
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G. 
m 
2nd Prize: 
$100.°° 
Gift Certificate 
At Finder's Records & Tapes | 
128 N. Main, B.G. 
LATE NIGHT WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Buy the slice or buy the pie. 
Between 11 p.m.-3 a.m. buy 
2 slices and get the 
3-SBceFREE!' 
Dining room open until 2a.m., 
Drive thru until 3 a.m. 
3rd Prize: 
$25.°° 
Gift Certificate 
at Aspen Grill & Cafe 
107 State St., B.G. m 
• DRAWING: Wed., April 30, 5 p.m. • 
ORDER NOW at the KEY Office 
28 West Hall 1:30-4:30 p.m. MF 
or call 372-8086 
OR BG News Office 
214 West Hall  8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.M-F| 
or call 372-2601 
i 
Join Us for Happy Hours 
Thursday and Friday, 5-9 p.m. 
Free Delivery from 5 until close 
Rocky ,f. Rococo 
Bawling GrSnToH    '<of ^"^ or ,ess va,ue>      352*4600 
-0R- 
|Mail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically! 
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER - 
celebrate 75 Years With usi 
Nam*  
8OC.SK. NO.  
Data I I  
«•*> cMM» BG' 7Slh tmhnr—ry w«> a K»cml. Di- 
amond JUOMM adrllon of It* 1968 KEY Cipim. not only 
thta yMT but 76 yMre of growth 
0 Order Your & 
1986 KEY Now! 
SPECIAL 78th AHUIUSMY NNCEII 
ONLY $16.95 
D 111 BE MERE TO PICK UP my yaaroooK 
wh«Mi if arrivM In S*pt«mb«. 1S66 
PIMM bH my Duraar account 
D I WONT BE MERE TO PICK UP my 
yMrbook PIMM M my Duraar account an 
additional »3 - mating charge and aand 
my yMrbook to: 
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Falcons blow by Vikings 
by Man Winkeijohn 
sports reporter 
The Bowline Green men's ten- 
nis team made like the weather 
yesterday and played it cool 
while breezing to a W) white- 
washing of Cleveland State at 
Keefe Courts. 
The temperature, which was 
SO degrees at the 3 p.m. starting 
time, dropped to 42 by the end of 
the match. And light winds 
made conditions similar to those 
found at a Falcon football game. 
"The weather makes it 
tougher to warm up. You have to 
keep moving, block it out of your 
mind and concentrate on play- 
ing," Rick Boysen said. 
Boysen, BG's first singles 
player, concentrated on the clos- 
est match of the afternoon by 
beating CSU's John Bonden 6-4, 
6-4. Ron Wood was the only other 
Viking to win six games, but BG 
captain Mark Tinnemeyer 
skunked him 6-2, 6-4 in the third 
singles match. 
Coach Bob Gill said the team 
is trying to accomplish several 
things with the non-conference 
schedule. 
"With the Mid-American 
(Conference) season beginning 
Saturday, we're trying to build 
confidence and get used to play- 
ing at home," he said. "And 
we're always trying to gain ex- 
perience." 
YESTERDAY WAS the first 
match the men played on Keefe 
Courts since the courts were 
resurfaced. With Tinnemeyer 
the only Falcon senior, BG's 
younger players are playing ex- 
tensively. 
"It's good to play under match 
conditions like this. You can't 
help but improve," freshman 
number four singles player Pete 
Ellsworth said. "After a year of 
seeing everyone in the MAC, you 
have a better idea for next 
year." 
Although picked to finish sev- 
enth in the eight team confer- 
ence, at least one Falcon thinks 
f J.T.'S PIZZA | 
t C ARR Y OUT 
▼ — DIM to popular demand, JT'i has changed its pizza 
▼ crust. We hop* you will all enjoy the change. 
— Don't bo confuted by 2 for 1  pizzas and other 
▼ coupon specials. Try B.G.'i Loost Expensive Pizza. 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
10" cheese only   $1.73 
14" cheese only   12.73 
16" cheese only   $3.73 
12" French Broad Pizza $1.73 
♦ i 50' per item $1.00 charge for delivery 405 Thurstin 352-5475 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heal 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using  The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8" and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. V _ / 
World Student Association 
presents 
AN AFTERNOON OF 
FOREIGN FILMS 
Friday, April 11 -411 South Hall 
12:30 p.m.   Legend of Bob Narley 
1:30 p.m.     Shoa Ling Temple 
(Chinese Film) 
3:30 p.m.     Korean Comedy Show 
5:00 p.m.     Diobolique 
French Thrill 
7:00 p.m.     Tamil Movie 
the netters are better than that. 
"We have the athletic talent to 
play well. If we play solid all 
year, we're going to upset some 
people," Boysen said. 
The Falcons will open their 
MAC schedule against Ball State 
tomorrow at Keefe Courts at 
9:30 a.m.. The Cardinals are 
picked to finish second in the 
MAC behind Miami and they 
have already beaten three big 
ten teams. 
Gill remains cautiously opti- 
mistic. 
"I imagine we'll take some 
pastings this year. The MAC and 
the Big Ten nave far and away 
the best tennis in the midwest/' 
he said. "But we're capable of 
playing good tennis with any- 
one." 
LISTENING TO CSU head 
coach Duane Foy, BG sounds 
like anything but an underdog. 
"They are, without a doubt, 
the best team we've played. The 
weather was no factor; BG was 
well balanced," Foy said. 
"Ken Bruce (12-2) is a real 
nice player to have at number 
six singles and Mike Cansfield 
impressed me. His half-volley is 
right there and his size (6-foot-6) 
makes him tough to pass on if he 
gets to the net/' 
Ball State will be tough to pass 
tomorrow, but Gill said BG will 
be right there. 
"We're not giving away any- 
thing; we're going out to win. 
BG News/Peter Fellman 
Bowling Green's Rick Boysen prepares to return a serve during yesterday's match against Cleveland State. 
Boysen won his match in straight sets. The Falcons won the meet 90 at Keefe Courts. 
11tem Urge Pizza 
$4.95 Delivery 
$3*95 In House 
■1 Yanks, Red Sox log wins 
352-3551 expires 4/20/86 352-3551 
! PADDY MURPHY 
\   OBmJARTY 
Patrick Quiwy Murphy, 
beloved brother of Sigma Al- 
pha Epsilon, died early this 
morning when horrified doc- 
tors attempted a blood re- 
placement after discovering 
a blood-alcohol level of al- 
most 190 proof. Doctors indi- 
cated that Paddy had nearly 
reached the euphoric state of 
liquidity. Murphy's unex- 
pected demise came shortly 
after a brief period of im- 
provement at which time, 
several unidentified brothers, 
noticing his deterioration, 
smuggled in a bottle of "Ev- 
erclear" grain alcohol inno- 
vatively concealed in a bunt 
cake. 
The New York Yankees and 
Boston Red Sox logged victories 
yesterday afternoon in Ameri- 
can League action. 
The Yankees, 2-1, got a bases- 
loaded suicide squeeze by Dale 
Berra in the 10th inning to score 
Mike Easier as they rallied from 
an early five-run deficit and 
defeated the Kansas City Royals 
6-5. 
Meanwhile, doubles by Ed Ro- 
mero and Bill Buckner and Jim 
Rice's two-run single keyed a 
four-run fifth inning and Al Nip- 
per checked Detroit on four hits 
as the Red Sox beat Detroit 4-2. 
In New York's fabled Yankee 
Stadium, Easier led off the 10th 
against rookie reliever Al Har- 
gesheimer with a double to the 
base of the center-field wall. 
Easier went to third on a 
grounder and Mike Pagliarulo 
and Butch Wynegar were 
walked. 
The winner was Dave Rig- 
hetti, who came in after Frank 
White had led off the top of the 
10th against Rod Scurry with a 
double. 
The Yankees sent it into extra 
innings with a ninth-inning run 
as pinch-hitter Ron Hassey sin- 
gled with one out, Willie Ran- 
dolph walked with two away and 
Don Mattingly singled to center. 
In Detroit, Nipper struck out 
six and walked five in 8 2-3 
innings, and Joe Sambito got the 
final out to salvage the final 
game of Boston's season-open- 
ing three-game series. 
INEMA1&2 
' T*       :' 11 A?* UBS 
FINAL 
Paddy Murphy is survived 
by no known relatives, but 
leaves behind countless 
friends and brothers who 
loved him and will miss him 
dearly. Murphy's body will lie 
in state from 4-6 p.m. this 
afternoon in the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon House. 
Complying with Paddy's 
last deathbed request, the 
brothers of EAE will spend the 
rest of the evening drinking in 
his honor. 
AT 7:30 * 9:15 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIOHT 
WITH CURRENT IDS 
ONLY $2.00 
TT FOR EVERYONE WHO'S BEEN 
DEEflY IN LOVE 0*1 DEEPLY IN DEBT 
_-_^ TOM HANKS - SHELLY LONO 
NBONEY PIT 0 AT 7:30*9 15 
ADULTS 13.50       KIDS $2.00 
WED. STUDENT NIOHT ONLY $2.00 
MAT. SAT A SUN ONLY $2.00 
ISLEEPIN 
BEAUTYri rettu in pink MOUYHINCVMLD EVES ONLY AT 1:00 
is once again sponsoring 
OLrsJau,   -April 24 at 8:30 a.m. 
in  X3errieS   Cafeteria,   Jdarskman   Vjuatt 
14 students will be selected ou lottery from the 
coupons returned. Coupons should be turned into the 
iA-M\J office, 3rd floor, University Union bu 5 p.m., 
-Jipril 14. Jne ISreahfasl is free and uou may enter 
as many times as uou wish. Anyone who attended the 
previous breakfast is ineligible. 
E*E Ar E*E AT E*E Al" E*E Ar E*E Al" E*E AT E*E AT E*E Af 
8 
5 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
and the Sisters of Delta Gamma 
wish to announce the Wedding of 
Robert Gulosh 
& & 
%    Molly Zang «* 
Tonight at Prout Chapel 
DCs and Slg Eps get ready to celebrate! 
Eh 
H 
8 
M 
s 
I 
E*E AT E*E AT E+E AT E4>E AT EOE AT E»B AT E»E AT E*B ATJ 
Coupon 
Yes, I would like the opportunity to 
have breakfast with Dr. Paul Olscamp. 
Name  
Address  
Phone  
Return to UAO office, 3rd floor, Union 
by 5 p.m. April 14. 
HOWARDS 1H 
210 n. main 
This weekend party with the 
Blues/Early Rock Music of 
RAY FULLER & 
THE BLUES ROCKERS 
Tonight and Saturday 
• NO COVER • 
A Designated Driver Participant 
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Indians fans green with envy over Reds 
In Wilson's Words 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
wire editor 
Everybody who likes baseball 
please raise your hand. 
Okay, not bad. 
Now, everyone who likes a pro 
baseball team from Ohio say, 
"I." 
That's pretty good. 
Now, all the people who are 
reading this column that like the 
Cincinnati Reds scream, "Pete 
Rose is the greatest!" 
From what I can hear, that's 
not so good. 
For some reason there are 
only a few Cincinnati fans here 
at the University. In fact, its 
very discomforting being in the 
minority and mixed with the 
abundance of Cleveland Indians 
and Detroit Tigers followers. 
But the problem has always 
been with the Clevelanders. 
Maybe it's because the Tigers 
have an ex-Red for a manager in 
Sparky Anderson. Or, it could be 
the fact that the Indians and 
Tigers are in the same division. 
But for whatever reason, most 
of these Cleveland Indians' 
supporters are bad news to me. 
THE INDIANS never really 
bothered me. In fact, I always 
talk about the Indians with my 
grandpa when I go home now 
and then. We would watch a 
rie or two and he'd talk about 
old days of legends Bob 
Feller ana Bob Lemon. 
I hate to admit it, but I even 
rooted for those guys on some 
occasions when fate seemed to 
deal them too much of an unkind 
blow. 
But the moccasins never fit 
the proverbial other foot I'm 
afraid. 
Indians fans can't tolerate the 
Reds or Rose. I haven't met too 
many who will say anything 
respectful about the 44-year-old 
player-manager (he turns 45 
next Monday) who has 
rejuvenated the "Big Red 
Machine" of the 70s. 
It's a shame these folks can't 
respect a team which has made 
such an amazing transformation 
But the hardball life Is beating to a totally 
different drum now and I fear the only 
thing that could help the Indians this 
season is one incredible rain dance - 
storm. 
in just three years. In 1982, the 
Reds posted the worst record in 
baseball. This year, they have 
one of the most vaunted teams in 
the National League. 
I think that's where the 
problem starts. Both Cleveland 
and Cincinnati, were 
experiencing difficulty a few 
years ago. Back then, it was 
easy to squabble about who was 
better. 
But the hardball life is beating 
to a totally different drum now 
and I fear the only thing that 
could help the Indians this 
season is one incredible rain 
dance - storm. 
THAT IS the bottom line. 
Indians fans can't handle the 
fortunate twist of fortune for the 
Reds and are envious. 
Putting it bluntly, the Indians 
today can't measure up in the 
American League East, let 
alone against their Ohio 
counterparts. And even though 
this young season hasn't yet 
taken its toll on the Tribe 
faithful, that fact will surface by 
the All-Star break in July. 
Before any of you wild bunch 
of Indians decide to scalp my 
Redneck, let's look at the stats, 
or since they are from the past, 
the tendecies. 
The Indians have had the 
lowest amount of wins and 
highest E.R.A. (earned run 
average) in the last three years 
of any team in their division. 
In a broader comparison, 
their 60-102 overall record in 
1985 was a catastrophe I 
wouldn't want to wish on 
anybody. As for pitching, you 
have to go back to 1962 to find a 
team E.R.A. which was worse 
than the 4.91 they posted. 
On the brighter side of the 
Ohio team tandem, the Reds run 
production has increased each 
of the last three years and their 
team E.R.A. was drastically 
lowered to near 3.50 last season. 
Rose also added two seasoned 
veteran pitchers in Bill 
Gullickson and John Denny who 
will help round out a more 
complete starting rotation. 
BUT THE one commodity the 
Indians will probably never be 
fortunate enough to obtain is 
that of Rose. No fan of any pro 
baseball team can fairly 
criticize the value of Pete Rose 
to Cincinnati. 
The Reds have never been 
under .500 since the Ty-breaker 
took over in 1963. 
The consistent leader, who 
agreeably has no speed or 
power, continues to knock his 
personal figures up a notch 
while motivating the club with 
the use of his. 
Classifieds 
When it gets down to it, I 
really don't want to criticize 
Cleveland or its supporters, just 
give a few of the nasty fans a 
taste of their own medicine. 
Negative talk is cheap and it 
shouldn't take me or even a 
Exson of Rose's magnitude to ' 
11 any of you that putting down 
one team to promote the other is 
unjust and very 
unsportsmanlike. 
AS FOR the season, the Reds 
aren't going to flap their gums, just make a serious run at 
baseball's most important 
showcase: the World Series. 
In the meantime, I'll wish the 
Indians well, for my grandpa's 
sake and those of you who are 
not down on the Reds. 
To those of you who are still 
reading this column, I have one 
final inquiry. 
Whoever honestly believes the 
Indians will have a better finish 
than the Reds this year, stand up 
and sing your favorite Michael 
Stanely Band tune. 
That's what I like to hear ... 
silence. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
ASM * having a cookout on Son . April 13 staf- 
fing at 2 p m Any member interested r\ gong 
snook) sign up oostide 343 BA Vou can find 
out more delate at this Thursday's meeting or 
watch me bulenn board' 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
rmal Meeting Mon . April Mat 7 30 m 204 
Moseiey The guest speaker is Ralph Day. V P 
ol Wetghtman Advertising And our Formal 
Meeting is Tuea. April 15 at ' 30 pm in 115 
Education Quest speaker wil be Dove LaHole 
from Aeroqoip Corp V P ot Communications 
Election wi be hew that evening also Be there1 
Buddhist Meditation & Study Group 
Proof Chapel Sat   Apr! 12, 3 00pm 
For Information. „, Tim 287-4694 
CHARITIES BOARD ANNUAL BIKE AUCTION 
Apr! 16. Wednesday 
Student Services Forum 
Viewing Starts at 2 30 
Auction Starts at 3 30 
Al Mama payable by cash or check with proper 
ID Al are welcome1' 
See Europe and Earn 6 Hours of Credit 
SUMMER STUOV PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Information meeting with 
Professor Davrd Read, from France 
April 14. 1986. 8 30PM 
372 Busmess Administration 
LOST & FOUND 
Attention graduating seniors The deadline for 
returning your RSVP card lor those who wi not 
be attending the ceremony is Apr! 14 H you d«J 
not receive one, stop by Registration and 
Records or can 372-8441 
Dana Henry 
Dogs 
and 
Cats 
Currents Gallery 
Attention Seniors planning on graduating in 
May. A commencement news letter has been 
sent to your local address It you have not 
ecerved one by now, you may pick one up in 
the Office o! Registration and Records Please 
note that the correct time to arrive al the 
•lad-urn to assemble tor the processional a 
8 30. Please be prompt. 
Bake Sate Today 
9:30 am -12:30 pm 
First floor Education Budding 
REMINDER TO ALL STUDENT OROANIZA 
TONS: If YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HELPING 
THE AMA AND IUP IN THE RONALD 
MCDONALD HOUSE PROJECT CALL TOOO 
LAHOTE AT 3S4-6279 TOOAYI 
-* Attention OSEA Members'* 
Plan ahead1 Awards Assembly Monday. 
April 21st m 220 Math Science at 7 00 
BALLOONS-OALLOONS-BALLOONS 
TOOAY IN MATH SCIENCE 9 AM- 3 PM 
WE DELIVER" 
COME MAGNIFY THE LORD 
A CALL TO WORSHIP 
7.30 APRIL 12. 1986 
STUDENT SERVICES 
SPONSORED BY VARIOUS 
BGSU CHRISTIAN GROUPS 
LAST DAY TODAY to order your ARTCARVED 
CLASS RING" ON SALE from 10 00 4 00 al 
the UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE HURRY IN S 
SAVE" 
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOC. 
Last meeting Wed   April 16 at 7 15 in 303 Ep 
pter North Elections. Happy Hours discussed 
Topic Mgrnt  Training Programs 
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS!' 
OSS and WSA present the last 
JAZZ CAFE of the year" 
Featuring 597 Jazz Quartet 
Friday April 11, 8pm-1 am 
at the ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
Beverages and munchies provided 
$2 donation accepted at the door 
FOUNO Smal change purse by Math Sconce 
Btdg Cal to identify Jerl 354-6008 
KEYS FOUND 
CALL 2-4708 TO IDENTIFY 
Lost Saturday night Ladies black leather coat at 
Uptown Sentimental value 372-4747 
LOST Ladies gold watch m front ot Harshman 
Dunbar Thursday. April 3 372-5178 
LOST, light green tackle box with sewing sup 
paean 115 Education between 10 30-11 30 
Monday   Very important--need tor class   No 
questions asked Cafl Lauri 
372-1082 
LOST: Worn denim jacket with various straps 
and pockets Great sentimental value It found 
cal Rob, 372-4689 REWAMM 
LOST 24" gold cham and medium-sized gold 
cross Lost in front of Rodgers Quad on 
weekend ot Feb 7 9 Incredible sentimental 
value! REWARD. Call 352-4319 
Ride Desperately Needed To Miami Univ. 
Wl help pay tor gas The weekend ol the 12th 
Cal 2-3056 • Drew. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Have your special event Video Taped Date Par 
ties. Formats. Weddings Etc Cal 353-1809 or 
352-6429 
PREGNANT?   CONCERNS?   Free   pregnancy 
(eat   Objective   mio   Cal  now    354-HOPE 
(4673)   Hrs   M.   Th    12 noon-8pm   T.W 10 
am-2pm; Sat  12noon-2pm 
ALTERATIONS ANO REPAIRS REASONABLY 
PRICED ZTPPERS REPLACED. ALL TYPES OF 
HEMMING ETC CALL AFTER 7 00 P M 
353-7592 ASK FOR ROWN 
-ALPHA DELTS- 
BRING YOUR PAJAMAS AND LETS PARTY 
-THE PHI PSISII 
• "OSEA MEMBERS"' 
Awards Assembly Monday. April 21st 
in 220 Math Scene* at 7 00 
Alpha xi's. 
Congratulations on winning me Lambda Chi 
WNfflebel tournament ttus weekend Way to go 
on those Ki achievements 
Amy Hard and John Muddy 
Congrats on your Alpha S»g lavahemg So when 
w me wedchng? 
Love the lime sisses 
Attention Greeks 
Who can gtve the most blood? Alpha Sigma Phi 
did in February Be sure to take part m the RSA 
Blood Dnve competition m the Grand Balkoom 
Aborhon 
Free Pregnancy Teat 
Morning After Treatment 
Center for Choice 
161 N Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
(419)255-7769 
Bake Sale Today 
9 30 am -12 30 pm 
First floor Education Building 
RIDES PERSONALS 
Brady Bunch. 
Whaz-up PhyHe? The hot. very hot girts Irom 
307 wi never be evicted because we gamed a 
IttteLC Our mspirahon wil always be the Fianv 
mg Fiero and some white wine on the DC-10. 
Love. Sue and Gndy 
P S Don't forget to wipe the sand oh* your feet 
Continued on page 8 
—LITTLE SIBS SPECIAL— 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
Bring your little sib skating at the Ice Arena! 
* You pay the regular student rate of $1.25 plus skate rental and 
your little sib receives free admission & free skate rental. 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING     8-10 p.m. 
• Also — All Sportswear will be available at 10%off all 
weekend at the BGSU Ice Arena. Buy your little sib a tee 
shirt, sweatshirt, hooded parka, Falcon hockey jersey, or a 
polo shirt & save money. 
►EN • EN • EN • EN » EN • EN « EN « EN « EN « EN » EN » EN » EN * EN » EN « EN » ENfj 
SIGMA NU 
Spring Formal 
April 12, 1986 
Chris & Vanessa 
Chuck & Trocy 
Dave & Mary 
Ed & Jeanne 
Todd 8 Lori 
Bob & Tina 
Dave & Linda 
Scott 8 Joanne 
Brian & Rochelle 
Jim 8 Peggy 
Mike & ??? 
Mark & Ellen 
John & Jill 
Jeff 8 ??? 
Rob 8 Lori 
John 8 Tina 
Nick & Barb 
Scott & Kelly 
Eric 8 Elizabeth 
Bob 8 Amy 
Todd & Ramona 
Mike & Tracy 
CB & Barb 
Jim & Lisa 
Jim 8 Maria 
Brad 8 Ashley 
Bill & Karen 
Mark 8 Julie 
Tom 8 Kim 
John 8 Christa 
Paul 8 Laura 
Chris 8. Michelle 
Craig & Nancy 
Mike 8 Sheri 
Rick & Amy 
Joe & Lisa 
Matt & Anne 
John & Christine 
Tim 8 Paula 
Dave & Denise 
Lonnie 8 Kelly 
Jeff & Debbie 
Tip 8 Whitney 
Sweetheart & Kookla 5 
l+EN » EN '"EN"*" EN » EN « EN » EN « EN ' EN » EN « EN » EN « EN » EN » EN • EN • EN 
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Can you write, edit 
or shoot photos? 
The BG News is now accepting 
applications for summer and fall 
staff positions including all staff 
editors, photographers and report- 
ers. Most are paid positions. 
Applications may be picked up at the 
BG News Office, 214 West Hall, 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Application deadline: April 23 
j. 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone   352-9378 9:00-4:30 Monday — Fridoy 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
Features 
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished 
Gas heal — gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
l'/i bath 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th S HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun Lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
&:::::::::>W:^^^ 
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Continued from page 7 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
"»cope-ouT" 
•SCOPE-OUT" 
MR SPOTS 
AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL 
FlvladBlptva Steak Sandwiches 
Buffs*) Style Chicken Wings 
We detvsr after 4 00 
352-SPOT 
MA BUTTON CLUE NO. 1 
MY NEGATIVE GERMAN FRIEND 
STILL CAN'T SEE THE LIOHT 
I TOLD HIM IN AN EMERGENCY 
DON'T GIVE UP THE FIGHT 
Gajye N Gate Jean Jackets 
Al sues In slock Jeens N Things 
I arl not bS leeponaajle for any other dsbta 
other Van my own mad* aflat Apr! 8. 1066 
Kip Aeon Appta 
If you eppssd tor a Joumaaam Schcaarehlp. you 
naad 10 buy you Bckal for ma InirnaUm 
Sdajearshlp Banquet TODAY Only $8 00  On 
sale ai tha Inirnatam Offlcs 
»lPOnTANJ 
If   anyone   saw   ma  Iwsdsnt   between   ma 
paoaaman and ma eutomobee barand Mark's 
Ptna Sat Night 4 5 86 at approx 2 00. please 
cat 363-1226 
Jerwler Young-Betated Congrafs on making 
Tour QuxJeli Oat Paychad tor thai aummar Parti 
Aw. wsl nsvsr ba ma aamal 
Lova ya. Kara 
Ara you going to tha 
Journaaam Scholarship Banquet? 
Buy your actual m tha Joumatim Ofltoa 
by today Only $6 00 
'••COPfrOUT' 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
"SCOPE-OUT' 
Mugay 4 Webster 
Tha rod roaoa ware graat 
That wa worn dabata 
You two ara tha boat 
So alt back a taka a raat. 
Ba good and amaa. 
We'l ba back In awnee 
Tha waakand taf ba tun 
Evan though wal ba gona 
Lova. Dinky I Meavm 
Brian. 
I'm looking forward 10 a fantastic waakand1 I 
can't bslsva irs tasty hare Sigma Nu formal 
hara wacoma' 
Lova. Rscheae 
Happy 19th Birthday 
MR SPOTS 
BO'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
WE DELIVER THE BEST 
362-SPOT 
Pern Mayers. 
Wad SW fo thank you lor al of your hard work 
as phBBntnropy craarman  You did a great fob 
with n and H aura part oh" Lova. tha Alpha Xl'a 
PhlDaetaTheta 
Wa era aaoo excited lor THE MAM EVENTI 
Alpha Xi DsTia and Phi Delta Theta a tha baal 
combasrbon yet' 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ALICIA EMMERTH S KIM BROWN ON BEING 
tNOUCTED TO MORTAR BOARD 
LOVE. YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
Congrahaationes Mfce Dutty end Katy Frazler 
on your Alpha Sig- Alpha Gamma Delta pmrung 
It's about tlmei 
Lova. the little sisses 
Hare's your chance to ask the questions 
"A Public Forum on tha issues of 
Drinking and OrMng" 
Wad. Aprs 16. 1966. 7 30 p m 
N E Commons Reception toaowtng. 
FREE and open to tha pubec 
YOU can help make tha difference 
PI Pre-Tooa-Togs-Togs-Pta Tau 
PI Phi's and Phi Tau's w* damonatrata to al tha 
meaning of tha words GREEK 'TOGA'' PARTY 
so grab your sheets. Ha them right, wa'l ba par- 
tying coma Friday nightl 
Tha   Nevei Agsai" Campaign 
Presents 
"A Pubec Forum on the issues of 
Drinking and Driving" 
Wed   April 16  1986 
7 30 p m N E  Commons. Free 
Co-sponaors Student Legal Services. 
Undergraduate Student Gov I . BACCHUS. 
CROWEBAR. DELI. PHI 
ONLY A FEW MORE WEEKS TILL ITS ALL 
OVER I HOPE THAT EACH OF YOU DO WELL 
ON YOUR FINALS AND I WISH ALL THREE OF 
YOU THEBEST OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE 
YOU'VE ALL BEEN AN INSPIRATION TO ME- 
AS A BROTHER AND AS A FRIEND SO. LETS 
ALL GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT FORMAL 
AND LETS PARTY UKE ALL PI KAPPS DO" 
LOVE YA BROTHERS. 
CHRIS 
PS    WE'VE   GOT   TO   GET   THE   FAMILY 
TOGETHER SOON' 
Domestic Beer at 
1976 Prices Monday 
8-1. 440 E Court 
ELAINE BRESSAN 
CONGRATULATIONS FOR BEING SELECTED 
SIGMA CHI PLEDGE CLASS SWEETHEART 
YOU ARE A SWEETHEART! 
LOVE. YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
JaV-faaaa Jasmm) It's true1 You can (maty use 
your own ID What a gat' "Oh Canada my 
country ba of thee." Marora on the eating and a 
water bed? You've got lo ba kidding! Can you 
gat that dreaded "Black Canadian Disease In 
the Bahamas? Maybe youl meet Mr Right 
lorvte (not rust a Ion. but an 111) Happy Birth- 
day! Love. Amy ,Atas Chelsea) PS Are we 
roommates or not? 
KAREN HEID 
THANKS  FOR   MAKING   THIS   SEMESTER 
GREAT I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO DATE 
PARTY 
LOTS OF LOVE. 
JODIE 
LAURA GORMAN 
Just to help you practice. 
"One. two. three, four 
Now you're ahnoat m tha door 
Five, all, seven eight, 
I know you'B do reety great' 
Good Luck Sunday' KD Lova and Mine. 
Laura Maar- 
Congrats on making il lo the crvaerteading finals' 
Best of luck on Sunday  We'l al ba there for 
you! 
Lova in Gamma Phc and Much TTKE, Elamo 
Ski hday Sale 
Falcon House 
Store with savings 
HOE. Wooster 
Downtown BG 
Look for our ad In today's f 
Bicycle Tune-Up Spec* 
Only 
$12 00 
at 
Pur cans 
131 W Wooster 
352-6264 
Raggaa Journeyman 
Back lor a limited time only 
Raata Mouee T Shirts 
SB-Cal Jim 362-6943 
Friday-Nawi New' New' 
PAN PIZZA 
CAMPUS PAGUAIS 
440 E Court 352 9638 
SCOPE-OUT" 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
Gat your ticket for the 
Journalism Scholarship Banquet 
On sale today In tha J Office 
ONLY $8 00 
DON'T MISS OUT' 
Rent Albums Doaar a Day plus Deposit 
Good Selection of 60s and Alternative 
Green Tambourine 157 Ctough 362-7678 
SENIOR CHALLENGE GIVING WEEK 
APRIL 1418 
COMMIT YOURSELF with your 
pledge lo exceeence 
Sorortty Fal Rush '88 
Spring Information Night 
Thurs Aprl 17. 8 00. N E Commons 
Coma and.   Reacn tor me Stare'' 
Registration Fee $20 
Support your nel  Taka pert m the RSA Blood 
Drive  competition  the)  weak  In  tha  Grand 
MR SPOTS 
CHICKEN WINGS HOAGIES 
Steak sandwiches, soups A 
I Wa Denver after 4 00 
352-SPOT 
Lot) Registration Forms 
Available lor Fall 1 Spring Sam. so-47 
Cal 352-3836. Monday Friday. 9-5 
Loft Construction 
Tuaado Rental 
JeensN Things 
531 Ridge St 
WANTED: Ottaele to work Intramural Track 
Meat Pick up appacattona and return them, to 
Via M Office at 108 Rec Canter, no later than 
12:00 Friday Apr! 18 
"A Public Forum 
on the Issue* of 
Drinking and Driving" 
Wednesay. Apnt 18. 1986 
7 30pm NE Commons 
Recaption immediately loaowing 
FREE and open to the pubsc 
Groovy Records 
New location 425 E   Wooster behind Open 
Pantry New Hours 12-9 M-Sat On Sate 
Now:   PI*   Floyd "Piper   at   the   Gates  of 
DsaaY'-SS 50 
Depecne   Mode 'Black   Cek»ratlon"-$5 50 
Agent Orenge-'UvIng m 
Darkness $5 50 
PHONE 353 1222 
LAURA MILLER. 
0000 LUCK IN THE CHEERLEALUNG FINALS 
THtS SUNDAY! WE ARE VERY PROUD OF 
YOU ANO BE HIND YOU ALL THE WAY! 
LOVE ANO MUCH TTKE. 
YOUR GAMMA PHI SISTERS 
LOST   MY BIG. MARTHA WINKLEi 
HELP ME FIND HER' 
SIGNED. HER DESPERATE LITTLE 
LSAT. CPA. ORE   GMAT. MCAT 
ACT, SAT. PSAT. NCLEX-RN 
Don't compete with a Kaplan student. 
ba one! 
CALL 352-6802 or 538-3701 
LYNN WAGNER 
HANG IN THERE BABY! I KNOW YOU CAN DO 
IT! I'M HERE TO HELP 
LOVE. YOUR BIG 
Gat your ticket tor tha 
Journaaam Scholarship Banquel 
On sale today In the J-Otlica 
ONLY S8 00 
DON'T MISS OUT1 
WAY TO GO AMY JO 
CorYjralutatlona on being elected vice Praal- 
dent of TBS I Lova You- M*e B -YTB 
BM JANNA HARRINGTON ANO LkV WENOY 
I400RMAN "If I could give you bom one gift, I 
would glvs you tha abiny to sae yourastvss as 
others do Thai seams to be the perfect birth- 
day present becauee I don't think you resize 
how specs! you both are You are always there 
to Satan, not judge You grve but navar ask for 
anyttang In return You two ara ma BEST and I 
lova you both! Happy Birthday! Lova. Susie 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe 
ACROSS 
1 Appointments 
6 USN officer 
10 College sub, 
14 Diarist Nm 
15 Actress 
Bancroft 
16 Cavalieria 
Rusticana 
mezzo 
17 1948 Oscar- 
winning actor 
20 NOve< ending 
21 Surprised 
exclamations 
22 Vigor 
23 Tennis term 
24 Coupe or 
hatchback 
25 Provided with 
employees 
30 Cricket player 
34 Tourist S Stop 
35 Dancer s step 
36MOs org 
37 1966 Oscar 
winning 
actress 
42 Barbara — 
Geddes 
43 Motorists org 
44 Esteem 
45 AHure 
46 wanderers 
50 Request 
51 Cleric S talk 
AM* 
52 Joyful 
55 Ending with 
manager or 
resident 
56 Sutherland 
song 
60 197? Oscar 
winning acior 
63 Skin pan 
64 Peter and the 
Won    SOtOtSt 
65 Contest sue 
66 Something 
unique 
67 — Oreiiie Idaho 
lake 
66 Starting gates 
DOWN 
1 Bar num   star 
2 Art school 
course Abbr 
3 Pu»ed tight 
4 Emerald isle 
5 Compass pt 
6 Stored away 
7 — of rooms in 
t\V hair 
6Spl   m 
Louisiana 
9 Small-screen 
program 
10 Young eels 
11 Coconut liber 
12 Designer 
Cassmi 
13 Not one 
18 Cyrano feature 
19 _ mo atari 
25 Arabian land of 
ow 
26 1921 Gals 
worthy novel 
27 Inclined upward 
28 City m Morocco 
29 Neighbor of Ga 
30 Scrooge word 
3i New Wave film 
director 
32 Love, m Lyons 
33 Nostrils 
35 School org 
38 Set designer s 
concern 
39 Have supper 
40 A Gardner 
41 Edible tuber 
46 TV newsmen 
Dan 
47 On the briny 
48 Brought up 
49 Heraldic border 
51 City near Tyre 
52 Consequently 
53 important 
person 
54 Big building lot 
56 Mod hairdo 
57 Laments 
58 Aim s cousm 
59 Namesakes of a 
king of 
Judah 
61 Fonteyn s 
honour   Abbr 
62 Shrill bark 
•mt* 
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ItW 1st »r»Hr. flew N.adksl. t'll'Ss 
Good luck at satiation' You have truly been an 
outstarxkng Pledge" I know you I ba greet 
BS 
DCLTA SKMU PI PLEDGES: 0000 LUCK ON 
MfnAtlON REMEMBER TO WEAR WHITE 
UNDERWEAR AND SPEAK LOUDLY TO SAM 
BALLAROS 
DOES YOUR STUDENT CLUS-QROUP- 
OfVaANUATION HAVE TROUBLE REACHING 
OTHER STUDENT GROUPS ON CAMPUS? 
Why not give the STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
MAILBOXES a try7 Bring your letters, flyers, 
etc   lo 405 Student Services for dttfbutlng 
To: my Little Brian atuk 
Good Luck St Inmahon! 
Love, your Big-- 
Bare 
"SCOPE-OUT'' 
"SCOPf-OUT" 
•••COPfrOUT" 
WANT TO TP.V "POaVOSija," OR ENGLISH 
LAOfRTT FIND OUT ABOUT ITII 
EVERY  WEO.  EVENtNO  IN 411  SOUTH 
HALL AT 
': JO OR CALL KELLY AT *S4I1 OP. 
BETH AT J-4S47 
NEW HAPPY HOURS AT 
MAM ST. 
Friday t Saturday Nkjhta 
OpanSPM 
No cover IS 0 p.m. 
MAM ST 362-3703 
Ost Bsaakaal AXO'a BM tatast re ttw sales to 
ba tar tonasM'a oookoul baton tha DsM Tea 
lava. AXO pledgee 
MM WEEKEND 
. IMS 
HITTHEBEACHI 
KAPPA SrOaU BEACH CLUB 
SPRtNO DATE PARTY 
I TRAVELMQ ANO EXPfJsEN- 
CINQ A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY M 
ENOLANDII FOR MORE INFO.: EVERY 
WEDNESDAY   EVENtNO   AT   7:M  M  411 
SOUTH HALL OR CALL BETH AT 2-4547 OR 
KELLY AT 2-4452. 
KO'a 
gel Poartvety eXcSad 
fa Saturday 
KDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPKKD 
PX 
KDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKD- 
PX 
KDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKD- 
PX 
Ladlaa of J2t Oerrow 
Wa ksal cant salt for Saturday rUght. 
Wa'l hit tha beach. 
And party up right 
So gat out tha eunglaeeea and the snorts. 
and we'll sea you at the Kappa Sigma Seech 
Oak. 
Love Your Dates 
"Lump Thins" and "Roy" 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
"SCOPE-OUT" 
Linda Freeman 
CongrelutstJona on your engagement to Dan 
NM 
Love, the sstera of Tau Beta Sigma 
UsaS., 
Tha Kappa Sigma Beech Club Is tha closes! 
thing   lo   Cleerweler    Saach    A   OsflflHe 
groovtn' dsklia tJnw la In store. Bring your 
suntsn lotion on Selurday. 
LOTS.T.C 
LISA SHERRILl 
Congraiulatlons on your AXOK Slg lavaUsr- 
Ing. I'm so happy for you two. You're such 
the pertect couple  Lota ol luci t ill be 
waiting lor that Imttattonll! Lore, Lisa P. 
LOOKING FOR YOUR HAIRSTYLIST? 
Hare I am Maria Oreortch at Us Fast Edition 
Cal now lo make your appulnlmant354-1477 
MARK RHONEMUS 
THTS WEEKENO WILL BE THE QREATESTI 
I CANT WAITI 
I LOVE YOU, CMOY 
SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND PLUS 
EARN   IS   HOURS   SQSU    CREDIT!   FOR 
MORE 
INFORMATION EVERY WED. EVENING AT 
7:30 M 411 SOUTH HALL OR CALL 
KELLY AT 2-4452 OR 
BETH AT 2-4547 
Congraiulatlons on being initialed into Mortar 
Board 
Lova, Thai Sstera of Tau Beta Sigma 
Polynesian VIHaga DeHversI! 
Greet Chinese -Oriental Food 
Detvsry Hours 5 30 9 30 PM 
Col today 352-0528 
STUTXaWFTM DOES EM ALLIM 
Bal Varies Trevor Eugene 
01 Kitty Stefan Randy 
Lanes Reggie Petey 
Remember' Taka it aaay. take It twice1 
OOOOH-RAWWIII 
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SKJMA CO* 
GRATULATE TIM COLLINS ANO LISA SHER- 
RILl ON THEIR KAPPA MO-ALPHA CHI 
LAVAUEMNG. 
THE PERFECT COVERUP FOR YOUR CAN 
CAN WRAPS ara a static ckng thai vinyl 
wraparound tor discreet boar drinkers 
who want to keep their can covered and 
out of trouble CAN WRAPS come In 4 
styles and are reusable 1.000 s of 
times Sand 11.60 aa J5 00-4 10: CAN 
WRAPS. Box 17432. Toledo. OH 4361b 
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA WARMLY 
WELCOME BROTHER LEWIS LEHR TO 
B.O-S.U. 
A.E.K.D.B. 
Walty-lhe Hockey Mud: 
Tea bad ara really know you're lust a III' HBB! 
How many miles did you Irani In Florida lust 
fo ass me? Or waa It lust to check up on ma 
again? Either wsy It was appreciated. 
Love. Tha Baroness 
PS. H your friends wonder what happened lo 
your necklace, |ust tell them you're trying lo 
goOreskl 
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL M ENGLAND! I 
FIND OUT MORE 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY 
WED. EVENING- AT 7:30 OR CALL BETH AT 
2-4547 Oil KELLY AT 2-4452. 
Are you going to tha 
JotTnaasm Schoavship Banquat? 
Buy your ticket m the Journaaam Office 
by today Only 18 00 
WANTED 
1 Fs. rime needed for aummar and-or 60-67 
school year Own room a cloee to campus Cin 
dy 364-6002  
t ferns* roommate for Summer 88 Mica apt. 
vary doss to campus. Own bsdroum Rent at 
negotiable  Cal Tammy at 2-S4S6 
1 rnsfa roommate to share epartmarK tor Fas- 
Spring 66-67 school year Cal Jamas 
372-3163. 
2 nonsmoking tsmrsa roommetee to share 2 
bedroom apartment for 86-87 school year Low 
rant, does to campus CM 362-6126. 
BQSU Faculty member and apouae want to 
rant -leeee 2 or 3 bedroom tumlahed or partlaty 
lurraahad house or duple«In or near BG tor one 
yeer or longer, beginning 6-1-86. Can 
372-9981 days 362-0362 evenings 
Fal '88 > Spring 87 1 conardsrata. raaponal- 
bat. female roornmsts Large. 2 bedroom opt. 
wen new carpal VERY rsoel Cos 364-7603. 
Female rcommeta to shsra moose horns tor 
Summer   Own bedroom   $150 -mo 
CM Joy, 362-0968 
WANTED 
10 people  esrtouay  Interacted  m  LOMNG 
WDOHT   Guaranteed rssuta   Cat Mr. Ptwape 
at 363^)143. 
HELP WANTED 
1 year narmy -govamaea poeaon-for temiy 
■Sh 2 smeJ chadran In New England Own apt., 
uss Ol car S good weekly salary Sand resume 
• letter to P.O Box 484. Cos Cob. CT 06807 
120 Couneekx 1 rnatructor PoarBona Avasable 
Private Coed Summer Camp m Pocono Mta . 
Pa.   Contact:   Cayuga    P.O.   Box   234BG 
Kantworih, N.J. 07033 
(201)276-0108 
Attention students who wS be lunWrs or eeniora 
and ara assklng campus employment tor fal 
semester 1986 Two poeaone ara aveaable as 
student advteers r the Coiega ol Buexeea Ad 
iisasusson. Offlcs of tha Dean Appecanta 
must ba esTjatfJ fnaxxs as¥jss*4w| a 3.0 or 
better OPA TrsMng wB bsgtn a lew heure tea 
semester with 10 I 5 hours par wee* required 
nan aamsater Al mterealed spescants must 
obtain an assTattXI referral from Student 
Empkjymerrt as soon aa nosataa 
CnUBESHPS: AlFaJNES. HWNG! 
Summer,   Carasr,   Ovsrssasl   Call   for 
GkJda.Casaette.  Navrsaarvtcs 918-944-4444 
Sat 
Eam «2 0OO-rJ0O0 par mo lul Urns or 
•400-800 per mo part time Cal lor Irae Hor- 
msson 1-361-8761. 
rsmrsYr ixiunsstor wantsd for gkfs aummar 
camp Cal Meg at 1 ^00327-8267  
GOVEPM4ENT JOBS 116.04O t59.230yr 
NBw taring CM 1 805 887-8000 E«1 R 8849 
for currant federal lot. 
Housekeepers. Waaressse and 
General Memtsnenca 
Summer poslons a'aaahls at Prhsts lalano 
Rssort-Port Onion Ares, fua-bms Of part-tans 
Salary S4 50-6 00-hr , paja room and board 
provklod Great opportunity to save money' Cal 
Cosset (2161 391 3885 -Ann Economy or 
Jack Adam. Rateseislie laksnd Club. Port Can 
ton, OH 43462 
Lawn Maintenance   Half days 1 lul 
days, part S fm tane 362-6822. 
Naad Students to do cleaning, iraee fobs and 
yardwork efternoone Phone 352-7366 
Rsstsursnt 
Sanduaky, Ohk) 
SUMMER HELP: Ful or pen time   Available 
poamona   aa   food-cocktal   aarvara,   server 
assistants    bartenders.   Ins  I  prep  cooks 
Pieler lo apply n person Chi Chia Restaurant. 
4307 twain Rd 
(419) 626-2744 
Attention students who wftl be sophomores ft 
are leaking campus employmenl for fal 
semester. 1986 A poemon is avertable as a stu 
dam isilllsnl m tha Coftegs of Buslnaas Ad 
iiSaabatluii. Offlcs ol the Dean Applicants 
must ba buseisea mayors msaitsavrtg a 3 0 or 
belter OPA Trarang wB begm a law hours this 
semester with 10 15 hours par week requked 
next semester Al interested applicants must 
obtain an Intsrvlsw relerrsl from Student 
Employment at aeon as poesibie 
Somsons expansnesd In painting Need help 
psmhng woodwork In a tsw rooms. Cal 
353-1682 alter 4 pm 
Qutiassi Blooms 6 bsyortd sjtcsrjoonsl oppor- 
tunity to start busdtog a career or second in 
corns bsfors you gradusts! Pick your own 
hours; bs In businaaa on your own dastrtxjtlng 
rvjaonaty known products. For an appolntmant 
cal 353-7877 
Wanted 4-5 terrsatsa Opervnga aval Earranga 
$5-10 hr If Intaraatad cal Pat. 362-6408 
btwn 8am-lpm. eves 7-9pm 
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE 
Tc gain valuable sales experience whea In col- 
lege   al   one   of   tha   Nghssl   paying jobs on 
The 10 News 
a accepting appacattons tor advemamg aslsa 
rspressntetl.es tor the 1988-87 academic 
year Al majors considered Must have car. Ap- 
cacaoone and k* doacnptlons avsasble at 214 
Waal Hal 
Dssdana Frf., Apr! 11, 4 p.m. 
FOR SALE 
'76 Horizon. Runs greet, sunroof, new rsdkator. 
brskss. suapsnsions. 56.000 mass. 30 m.p.g., 
$1,700. 353-0608  
1962 FORD GALAXY 500 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
CALL WRT AT 363-1731 OR 372-5091 
1972 Honda CB175 $230 Runa wsl Some 
Ib-up. Qood around town take Cal 362-9322. 
Steve, evenings 
1979 Jeep CJ-7 Limned 304. V-8. aottop 
stereo-very good condition Must SsH-$ll50 
osS lsJ-4111.  
1980 Maids 626 5 speed 
good condition, bast offer 
674-6661 
1984 CRX. 45.000 maas, has cruse. Mr, rear 
iMoggsr.  AMFM-Caasatte.  Body Costmg.. 
uridsrcoatlng $8,000 or beat 
onsr Cal Bi at 353-1500 
BICYCLE Must sal •nmadiatety" 
Centurion  Sport OLX  bicycle    27"  ttraa.l'm 
6'2- $ 1 70 Cal Tray 372 3339, or 372-2548 
DONT PfXXRASTMATEl 
Loss wslghl now with healthy herbal rvjtriaon 
Cat 352-9611. 
FOR SALE: used tads-a-bed sols good condi 
Son. Boot OBsr. 363-8338 sftsr 6pm. 
Honda Twin Star 200CC 
Low Maaege-Exceeent Condrtkxi 
Bast ofler 353 1320 sftsr 6:00 p m 
Lssthar Jacket, sue smM 
Price negotiable, good corxthon 
Cal Ststsras 353-6503 
MMcMnu couch and rodung chsfr 
Meke en offer 
354-7218 enyume 
PONTIAC LEMANS 1975 93.000 MILES 
RUNS QOOD. ASKING $300. HOME: 
352 6298. OFFICE: 372-2881 
Sh pans bsdroom BUBS. $200. 2-year okTiv" 
mg room •uSa, 6 pkacss. 
$276,372-3196 
Saireo stand, tartn msttreea wSh box springs. 
and more apt. furniture. Cal svemnge 
362-1220. 
Suspended Loft for Sale 
$80 or Beat Otfsr 
Cat 2-4165-Stscsy or Mary 
'71 VOLVO Ml OL. RUNS GREAT. QOOD 
CONDITION,   4   HA8   HAD   REOULAR 
MAINTENANCE 61760 CALL 362-1763 
AFTER 6:00 P.M. 
1171 AMX-Excellent condition, beat 
offer -364-5706 
M WATT YAMAHA RECEIVER 1140  1 PAIR 
SI WATT ROYAL SPEAKERS $166. CALL AN- 
DY AT 
UJ-4402 C+1 J72-4J1I 
FOR .'•.r-NT 
2 bdrm. turn. apt. Qatnyaajud 8po pnVsigsa. 
Aprl ft August rant paid Aveaable Bnmad Con 
tad Jan or Jay al 362-6671 
Thutsbri Manor Apsrtmenta 
Futy Carpeted. Air Corxatlonsd 
Cable TV. Furryshsd Efficiency I 
Laundry Facamaa Apcscseona tor 
Summer and Fal M 461 ThurslW Avs 
Across from Oftanhauer Towers 
362-6436 
bsdroom  apartmsnta  on  Scott  Harratton 
Summer-Fsl rentsas Summsr Rstsal 
352-5822 
2 bsdroom turraahad apsrtmenta 
Summer Lessee Only 
362-7464 
2 bsdroom apsrtrtisnt Cloee to campus 
Avaseole Summer only $600 Cat after 6 p m 
354-1078. 
2 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! CALL 354-8817 
2 bsdroom furraahed apartments 
649 Sixth St $450-mo plus elec 
362-9457 between 12 4pm 
3   BDRM     HOUSE   TO   SUBLEASE   FOR 
SUMMER 
139 S COLLEGE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
REASONABLE   RATES    CALL   2-6948  OR 
2-5947 
3 bsdroom furrsshsd House 836 3rd SI 
Avsasble May 8 tor Summsr and Fat Natural 
gaa beat Can eccomodate up lo 4 students No 
pats. Cat 352-4773 sflsr 5 
3 bsdroom houee near campus 
FOR SUMMER 
362-6822 
621 E. MERRY 2 bdrm. turn 4 persona, neer 
Oflenhauer noaaonaplo rates 2 units aval 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
Carty Rentals 
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 students 
1 bdrm. house. 12 mo. eases starting a 
Phone 352-7366 
Ma, 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts Houaee-Rooma 
Summsr Ranlale-3 mo lasses 
Phone 352-7365 
Fum. apt for Summsr Rental Only $500 00 1 
bedroom Cat 354 8398 8 lo 11pm ft 
weekends Ask lor Rob 
Efficiency Now Renting for Fat 
1 or 2 samsstsr lease futy furnished 
al utshes pew «Kk«*ng color T V 
with cable $285 month Phone 
354-3182 or 362-1620 Evenings 
Furnished lower duplex lor 4. 
Furraahed upper duplex for 3 
Summsr ft Fat 
Phons 352-0639 
House for rani lor Summer 
3 people-321   1-2 E   Marry 
Pries Negotiable 
Cat Anne-353-3700 If mterersled 
House tor Rent: Summsr only. 1 or 2 people 
$360-aummsr. Close to campus. 
353-1731 sftsr 6 p.m. 
Houses 1 Apts lor 86-87 school yeer 
Srrath-Booga Rents. Offlcs 532 Manvtaa. rest 
352-9457 between 12-4. 
Own room, 2 baths. 2 bedrooms. $90--mo tor 
summsr. 353-0951 mornings. 
Party Room 
Cat 352-9378 
SUMMER RENTALS 
1 ft 2 or turn apts on 3rd SI FREE AIR CON 
LXIIONING. wstsr sswsr. etc Reduced rales 
VERY REASONABLE 
FALL-SPRING 88-87 
2 br. units M 600 3rd St ft 824 6th SI Owner 
pays tor AC on 3rd St and tor wstsr, sewer ft 
heal both locations Limited Openings 
Cat 362-5153 days. 352-4988 eves 
Summsr rental Excessnt location Halt way bet 
wean campus ft downtown Large bouse for 
2-4 people Reduced rant for summsr. Cat 
t-8 26-1934 
•2 BEDROOM-FURN   ft UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS' 
Mayor Utaltee I Cabal TV Fum 
One hell Block Off Campus 
CALL TOM 
Mon -Frt 7 AM-Noon 362-4673 
Evening ft wksnd. 352-1800 
USMOS.CU   MODEL LEASE 
SUMMER-1 bedroom apartment does lo cam- 
pus  1-267-3341. 
Two 2-bsdroom apts   tor this summer In 
duplex al 222 N Enterprise Cat KM 
at 372-6091 or 353-1731 
Two bsdroom turrashsd apts tor Fat. 
362-2663 
TWO FEMALES NEED ONE ROOMMATE 
(MALE OR FEMALE) FOR SUMMER OWN 
ROOM, NO UTUTaES, EXCELLENT LOCA- 
TION CALL SS2-S7M 
Two man apartment on 4th ft High   •   Baafila lul 
summer For more Bitdnatfluiv Cat 363-0631 
VERY NICE FURNISHED APT NEED ONE 
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR SUMMER OWN 
ROOM, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. REASONABLE 
RENT PLEASE CALL 362-6639 
To luoliaai a rscs 
2bedroom apt Nsw turnturs ft doss to cam- 
pus Aveaable 68-87 school year Cal Frank 
38*0607 or Mark 353-2218 
1 and 2 bsd lofts lor 
rant for aparansnts Summsr and 
Fat Semester For a regratrstlon 
form and let of rstse cat 
362-3638 IMonday-Frldayl 
Lott (^XYjtnjctton 
oV«es^ ■>\ 
Beer's full flavor takes time to create 
by Donny Roush 
assistant Friday editor 
You never can really own beer. You can simply 
P^yrent for a little while. 
The anonymous inebrious philosopher who con- jugated that maxim made a poignant obser- 
vation: His beloved amber brew travels rather 
quickly through the digestive system. 
This fleet journey through the human anatomy 
seems an unfitting end to a lengthy, intricate 
process. Good brewing takes good time. Good 
drinking usually doesn't. 
The brewing process from its beginnings in 
barley, rice, corn and hops fields to its foamy end 
takes nearly two months. In Columbus, the An- 
heuser-Busch Brewery churns out 6.4 million 
barrels of Budweiser, Michelob, Busch and seve- 
ral other brands each year. A barrel, in brewing jargon, is equal to 31 gallons. 
This plant, one of 11 in the Anheuser chain, 
employs 1,000 persons. The fruits of their labor 
leave the site in 180 semi-truck trailers and dozens 
of rail cars daily. 
Similar vehicles also arrive with the raw ingre- 
dients each day. Vacuums suck the grains out and 
transport them to the top of eight-story high silos. 
The barley has been germinated and dried to 
produce one of two types of malt. Stalks with six 
rows of kernels yields a crisp flavor, while two- 
row's taste is smoother ana considered higher 
quality. 
Rice and corn, called adjuncts, likewise, pro- 
duce different flavors. Rice, the more common 
adjunct, gives fuller gusto than corn's which is 
sweeter and lighter. 
Malt, rice and com are drawn from the silos and 
passed through mills. Here their kernels are 
ground and cracked. Following milling, propor- 
tions are measured, weighed and sent via vacuum 
tubes to the brew hall. 
"The brew hall is where it all takes place," said 
Bob Pelos, assistant industrial engineer at the 
Columbus brewery. "It's kind of uke baking a 
cake. You have different amounts of ingredients 
for each cake. It's the same thine with brands. 
You have different recipes for each. 
"Of course they're all secret." 
In the brew hall, the adjunct is mixed with 
carbon-filtered water and heated in a cooker 
before going into a mash tank with the malt. The 
10-foot diameter dome of the mash tank is heated 
by copper coils and stirred by a steel blade. This 
heating begins the conversion of starch in the 
grains to fermentable sugars. 
Three mash tanks sit in a row opposite an equal 
number of similar shaped brew kettles. As it 
passes between vats, the liquid is strained to 
remove the wetted grains. These are dried and 
sold as cattle feed. The liquid, called wort, is 
dumped into the kettles, analogous to pressure 
cookers, and heated to 218 degrees. 
While heating, hops are added to the wort. Hops 
are the spice of beer, giving wort the distinctive 
taste of the brand it will become. To accomodate 
different recipes, Anheuser-Busch uses 13 varie- 
ties of hops. Before being dumped into the brew 
kettles, they are stored in bales in a cold room 
which is filled with the buds' aroma, a semi-sweet 
smell somewhat like tobacco's. 
Once this odor is donated to the wort, the hops 
buds are strained from the wort on the liquid's 
way out of the brew hall. At this point the wort is 
concentrated and lacks alcohol. 
The next step provides these properties and 
transforms the fluid into beer. The wort travels 
through a series of a cooling towers dropping its 
temperature from near boiling to 47 degrees. 
Once cooled, the liquid is injected with brewer's 
yeast and routed into primary fermentation tanks. 
Each is filled to 80 percent capacity. The extra 
space allows carbon dioxide, a by-product of 
fermentation and source of beer's carbonation, to 
bubble out. Here the beer ferments five or six days 
before being passed into lager tanks for aging. 
Each lager tank stores 1200 barrels of the young 
beer. Depending on the brand, aging will last from 
18 to 28 days. Over 300 of these lager tanks sit on 
four floors of the Columbus brewery. 
(Top Left) Brewery employees pour hops in the 
brew kettle to produce wort, a mixture of mall, rice 
or corn, hops and carbon filtered water. The kettles 
boil the mixture at 218 degrees. (Top Right) A quality 
control panel meets to judge the aroma, color and 
taste of the beers produced at all 11 Anheuser- 
Busch breweries. (Lower Left) A fork lift moves 
empty Budweiser cans to the packaging area The 
cans will be washed, filled, topped and checked 
for fill level at a rate of 1500 per minute. (Lower 
Right) The Anheuser-Busch Brewery, 700 Schrock 
Road. Columbus, produces all Anheuser-Busch beer 
brands except LA and Michelob Classic Dark. The 
facility produces 6.4 million barrels of beer 
annually. A barrel is 31 gallons. (First three photos 
coutesy of Anheuser-Busch Inc.) 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer 
Used at this stage are Anheuser-Busch's famous 
beechwood chips. Garnered from a Southern tree, 
the chips allow the brewer's yeast more surface 
area from which to work. Six cylindrical "torpe- 
does" full of chips float in each tank. 
"There is no taste whatsoever generated from 
these beechwood chips," Pelos said. Other materi- 
als, such as plastic strips, do alter beer, he added. 
Upon completion of aging the chips are re- 
moved - to be washed and reused - and the beer is 
piped up to "The Fifth Floor," site of chill proof- 
ing, a two-step clarification to cleanse and cool the 
brew. Upon arrival the liquid goes into one of 54 
holding tanks for settling of suspended particles. 
The Deer remains turbid at this point, however, 
and must be filtered. Anheuser-Busch uses Celite, 
a chemical powder, to remove all protein and 
yeast, yielding the amber color one associates 
with beer. Before being sent down to packaging on 
ground floor, the beer is chilled to 35 degrees. 
Columbus' brewery features four bottle lines, 
three can lines and one draught line in packaging. 
All cross and twist making the area look like a 
microcosm of the California freeway system. 
Simultaneously, 1550 bottles and 1500 cans are 
filled per minute. Half-liter, 32-ounce and 40-ounce 
bottles are capped and inspected to assure little 
foam and lots of liquid. Cans, likewise, are topped 
and checked for proper fill. The containers are 
also stamped with codes which pinpoint the date, 
plant, line and 15-minute period of packaging. 
As the filled bottles and cans travel down the 
line, they are pasteurized over a six-minute inter- 
val. During this time their temperature is raised 
to 142 degrees and then returned to 35. From 
pasteurization the bottles go into cartons and the 
cans into six-packs. The packages are stacked on 
pallets and taken to the warehouse. 
Draught beer is funneled into 550 kegs an hour. 
The kegs also travel to the warehouse. 790,000 
barrels can be stored in the warehouse. 
After leaving the Columbus warehouse, the 
bottles, cans and kegs are off to carry-outs, bars 
and supermarkets all over the Midwest. 
Underlying all steps in the brewing process is 
quality control. From inspecting the freshness of 
incoming grains to limiting the time cases can sit 
in the warehouse, quality control is at work. 
"Everything you could possibly imagine, we 
check," Pelos said. 
The source of all this inspection is the quality 
control laboratory. In the lab, one can hear words 
like "original gravity," "foam collapse" and 
"skidability" flying around. 
tarry Robinson, taste technician, explained, 
"The answers we find we give to the brew masters 
and they adjust the beer accordingly." Adjusting 
means mixing tanks of the same brand, usually 
during aging, to keep factors from color to calorie 
count consistent. 
Perhaps most telling of the product's quality, 
ironically, is the sign hanging at the lab's exit. It 
reads: All employees may be subject to breatha- 
lizer tests before leaving premises. 
Apparently, the workers of Anheuser-Busch in 
Columbus know what all drinkers seem to know: 
Regardless of all the technical apparatuses and 
extended, complex methods engaged, good beer 
has to be consumed to be truly appreciated. 
AOt*- 
~7^Sfce£~ 
Describe your idea of the perfect beer 
lnt«rv(ews/Bart) SymboHk 
Jason Jerabek, freshman busi- 
ness management major, Men- 
tor: "As much of Milwaukee's 
best that you can get for the 
price. It's the quantity not the 
quality." 
Amy McGrath, freshman physi 
cal therapy major, Cincinnati 
"Cheap fii price, low calorie 
good tasting - Miller Lite." 
Nancy Croci, freshman unde- 
cided major, Toledo: "I don't 
think there is one. I prefer cool- 
ers. But, if you have to drink 
one - if it's free and available - 
Michelob Light." 
Dave Jacques, sophomore geol- 
ogy and chemistry major, 
Rocky River: "When it goes 
down easy and doesn't come 
back up. or 50 cent draughts at 
Howard's - that's good, nice and 
cheap." 
Jill Roman, sophomore adminis- 
trative management, Dayton: 
"It has to have a full body taste. 
It has to be a nice golden 
brown - Moosehead." 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Tim Banmer, sophomore ma- 
rine biology major, Dayton: 
"Something that tastes like 
Lowenbrau and costs as much 
as Busch. I'm flexible - cold is 
nice." 
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by Valerie Lonero 
Friday reporter 
To some people, beer is used 
for one purpose - to get drunk. 
But beer consumption in moder- 
ation and under close supervi- 
sion of a medical staff, can be 
beneficial to a person's health. 
And not all beer consumption 
stimulates health hazards. 
While beer has been revealed 
as a destroyer of health, there is 
research that shows that beer is 
a nourishing, wholesome and 
stimulating food product. 
According to the book, "Fer- 
mented Food Beverages in Nu- 
trition," people consume beer 
for several reasons. 
Probably the most popular 
and widely used reason why 
people drink beer is to satisfy 
one's thirst. 
Among the more beneficial 
properties of beer and other 
beverages is it improves the 
taste of food. Beer provides a 
pleasurable aspect to food by 
creating a desirable appetite to 
many people. Studies have 
shown that beer is often asso- 
ciated with the pleasure of eat- 
also adds a ceremonial 
touch to a meal and thereby 
increases its acceptability. 
Some doctors may use beer 
for medical purposes. 
Under convalescent or nurs- 
ing home circumstances, beer 
and wine, used in moderation, 
can be an effective sedative or 
tranquilizer. Patients, however, 
are watched closely because 
there is a possibility of excessive 
use. 
Beer and wine is also used to 
aid the ill or convalescent per- 
son consume a nutritionally 
more complete meal. 
While one 12-ounce bottle of 
regular beer is about 140 cal- 
ories, it also contains small 
amounts of important nutrients. 
There are small traces of pro- 
tein, carbohydrates, vitamins 
and minerals found in some 
beers, mostly in the form of 
dextrins and maltose. 
In a 12-ounce bottle of regular 
beer, there are about 25 milli- 
grams of sodium and 11 grams 
of carbohydrates whereas light 
or low calorie beers contain 70 to 
95 calories 
The vitamin content, (with the 
exception of thiamine), is higher 
in beer than wine or hard liquor. 
Beer is particularly rich in folic 
add and is also one Ingredient 
necessary for cell replication. 
Joe Williford, a professor in 
the home economics department 
and instructor for nutrition 
classes, said it's difficult to actu- 
ally pinpoint positive benefits of 
beer because of all its negative 
effects. 
"According to the American 
Medical Association, if a person 
consumes two ounces of alcohol 
a day, there may be a decrease 
in the occurance of cardiovascu- 
lar problems," Williford said. 
"But I'm not suggesting that 
people go out ana drink. The 
research conducted (e 
cardiovascular benefits of beer) 
depended on many different fac- 
tors including the health of the 
person," be said. 
He said having a drink before 
dinner may be beneficial to 
some people. 
"For people who are trying to 
gain weight, having a drink 
about an hour before you eat 
may stimulate the appetite," 
Williford said. 
"People have the notion that 
drinking is good because it con- 
tains vitamin B but this thought 
should be taken with a worcf of 
caution because not all beer 
contains vitamin B. Some beers 
have the vitamin because it's 
found in the product naturally," 
he said. 
"I have also heard that beer is 
sometimes used as a base for 
shampoo which could be healthy 
for the hair, but I haven't done 
that much research on that 
topic," Williford said. 
Imported beers worth the price 
by Wendy Davy 
Friday reporter 
It may not be something that 
would be served at an eight keg 
party, but imported beer is a 
beverage thai is still appre- 
ciated by many University stu- 
dents, the manager of a local 
wine shop said. 
"Many students buy imported 
beer," Keith Janosik of Aspen 
Wine Shop, which has a selection 
of about 65 different kinds of 
imported beers, said. Along with 
obvious countries such as Ger- 
many and Canada, other coun- 
tries that are represented at 
Aspen include Norway, Japan, 
Australia, Mexico, Czechoslova- 
kia and New Guinea. 
According to Janosik, the rea- 
sons for people buying imported 
beer range from the idea of it 
being a status symbol to the 
quality of its taste. Factors such 
as the kind of water or schnapps 
used in processes sometimes 
more than 100 years old contrib- 
ute to the uniqueness of the 
different imported beers, he 
said. Some ot the processes re- 
Siuire that the beer, (dark beers 
or instance), be served warm 
instead of the usual "ice cold." 
Imported beers are more ex- 
pensive then the average do- 
mestic beer, Janosik said. He 
added that the most expensive 
brand at Aspen is Taddy Porter, 
an import from England which 
runs close to $12. 
According to Gerrv Ashley, 
owner and manager of Maumee 
Wines at Portside, the most ex- 
pensive import they sometimes 
carry is a brand from Germany 
that is even called the "world's 
most expensive beer;" its indi- 
vidually sealed and numbered 
bottles run $4.50 a piece. 
Less expensive tastes can be 
met easily, however, with the 
purchase of various imports that 
run about $4 to $5, the price 
range of American premium 
beers. Popular with students are 
the various Canadian imports 
and Holland's Heineken, he said. 
According to Ashley, almost 
any of the Canadian beers are 
popular with customers. Mau- 
mee Wines carries at least 150 
different kinds of imported 
beers, including some nonalco- 
holic beers from Germany, Ire- 
land and Switzerland. She added 
that people like imported beer 
for several reasons. 
"People may try it (imported 
beer) once because it's a status 
symbol," she said and added 
that the one taste may make 
people decide not to go back to 
domestic beers. Janosik agrees 
that the taste of imported beers 
influences people, too. 
"People are more quality con- 
sious now," said Janosik, who 
added that the availability of 
imports gives people the oppor- 
tunity to try imported beer. 
Ashley believes, too, that 
availability plays a big part In 
the popularity of imported beer. 
"There are far more imported 
beers available for people to 
try," she said. 
SIBS WEEKEND 
at the 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER 
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Drinking games popular among students 
by Tr»c*y Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
Remember when you thought play- 
ing Monopoly was fun, especially when 
you controlled Boardwalk? Now. play- 
ins drinking games until you are intoxi- 
cated te^fun-and they are definite 
"ice-breakers at parties and other so- 
cial events." according to some Uni- 
versity students. 
After baseball, according to "Beer 
Games II: The Exploitative Sequel," Quarters' is the most popular religion 
in America. 
Matt Donofrio, sophomore accoun- 
ting/MIS major, and bouncer at Up- 
town/Downtown said he agrees. " 
'Quarters' seems to be the most popu- 
lar beer game played in the bars," he 
said, "because it is the easiest, and 
does not involve a lot" 
The standard 'Quarters' game in- 
volves shooting a quarter by holding it 
between the thumb and index finger, or 
ricocheting it off your nose (advanced 
quarters players, please), into a cup 
filled with beer, off a "sound" surface. 
If you make the quarter in, you may 
make another player drink. If you 
miss, the quarter is passed on to the 
next player. If a player shoots the 
quarter in the cup three times consec- 
utively, he is entitled to make up a 
"rule. These rules include "no point- 
ing," "no swearing" or "no names." Quarters' created a monster, so to 
speak, thus, the introduction of 'Quar- 
ter's Variations.' 
"These variations generated from 
the original 'Quarters' mainly because 
people got bored," Ellen Covell, sopho- 
more biology major, said. "It was 
getting too monotonous," she added. 
Mandy Sovie, sophomore medical 
technology major, describes one of 
these variations called 'Power Quar- 
ters.' She said that four cups are placed 
in the center, two are empty and two 
are full. Two players, sitting across 
from each other, are each given quar- 
ters. The quarter can be passed to the 
next person only if it is shot into the 
cup. If a player makes it in a full cup 
"on accident," that player must drink. 
'Carousel Quarters' (or 'Chande- 
liers'), is, according to "Beer Games," 
played by arranging a number of 
glasses (one for each player) in a circle 
around a "target" glass. Each player 
is assigned the glass nearest him. If the 
quarter bounces into someone else's 
glass, they drink and you may throw 
again. If you bounce it into the' Target" 
glass, you can make anyone drink. If 
you bounce it into your own glass, you 
drink and forfeit your turn. 
Other popular beer games involve 
playing cards. 
One such game is 'Up the River, 
Down the River.' "There is absolutely 
no skill involved," Don Meier, sopho- 
more business major, said (a consola- 
tion, since intelligence and intoxication 
don't always mix). Meier explained 
that each player is dealt four to five 
cards, face up. The glass is started off 
at 1/4,1/2,3/1 and fuficUp The River,' 
take a drink) then full, 3/4, l/2and 1/4 
('Down The River,' give a drink). The 
dealer begins by turning over the top 
card on the deck. If the card forms a 
pair in any player's hand, that person 
must take or give a drink. 
'99,' a drinking/card game, is a game 
of "defenses," according to Shawna 
Sizemore, junior criminal justice ma- 
jor. Sizemore said its objective is to 
avoid getting '99.' 
She explained that each player la 
dealt four cards. The remaining cards 
are turned over by the dealer. A King 
means "reverse," a seven is "skip," a 
ten is a "negative," or "minus, ten 
and a Jack is an automatic '99'(a 
drink). A player places one of his cards 
face up. Another player places one of 
his cards down. For example, Sizemore 
explained, if the first player puts down 
a two and the second player puts down 
a nine, that player would have to say 
"11." If a player adds wrong, or fails to 
pick up a fourth card, Sizemore said 
that player must drink. 
Steve Hamood, senior business ma- jor, said he has seen variations of 
drinking games through the years at 
the University. "They have evolved, 
but all the games seem to amount to a 
drunken stupor," he said. 
The politics of weekend barhopping 
by Laura Gorman 
Friday reporter 
Survival at a Bowling Green 
bar takes skill and patience. 
With each sip of beer, shove on 
the dance floor, and laugh with a 
friend, obstacles do occur. 
First, don't forget that you are 
in Bowling Green and it is inevi- 
table that you will have to battle 
the constant rain and whipping 
winds beating against your body 
en route to the bars. 
The murmer of the crowds 
becomes louder as you come 
closer to the bar; but as you turn 
the corner, you are confronted 
with a long line of huddling 
people waiting to enter the same 
establishment. However, you're 
sure that the wait is well worth it 
because your favorite band is 
playing inside. 
To stay warm and dry while 
the IDs are checked inside, try 
pressing your body against the 
brick wall in attempt to shield 
yourself from the weather. 
Once safely into the bar, pass- 
ing the ID check is the next 
problem. The bouncer snatches 
the driver's license from your 
hand, stares at it, then back at 
you. and Ores the question, 
''What's your social security 
number? ,rStartled. you recite it 
slowly, but perfectly to his sur- 
prise. After be stamps that big 
green mark on your hand, it is 
best to wave your hand in at- 
tempt to dry the ink that so 
easily rubs off onto your new 
sweater. 
Now you are ready for a cold, 
crisp, thirst-quenching beer to 
forget those long hours of study- 
ing in the past week. But things 
don't appear easy, because it's 
almost impossible to catch a 
glimpse of the end of the bar 
through the crowds, dim light 
and smoke. Wait! What do you 
glimpse in the distance, a ray of 
light shining between a kissing 
couple at the end of the bar? 
Here is your chance at that long 
awaited beer. 
You now have a spot at the 
bar, but your problems still are 
not over. Persistence and pa- 
tience are the keys to gaining 
the bartender's attention. The 
easiest way to gain his attention 
is to wave a large bill in front of 
him, leading him to believe that 
you might be a tipper. 
While waving the bartender 
down, dig in your pocket for that 
last bit of change among a bunch 
of old, sticky Ufesavers covered 
with pocket lint. Always get rid 
of that annoying change in your 
pocket first. But beware, in a 
bar stuffed with alcohol-thirsty 
fiends, you are likely to be 
bumped by a careless passerby 
and nave your change scatter all 
over the wet, glass covered 
floor. It is impossible to retrieve 
the coins that have rolled down 
three stools where someone is 
passed out on the bar. As your 
last resort, you hand over your 
last f 10 bill that will probably be 
spent now that it is broken. 
Even before turning to leave 
the bar after successfully pur- 
chasing a beer, you quickly 
raise the cold bottle to your 
parched lips, letting the beer 
begin to relieve tensions. 
Now how about some compan- 
ionship? Here you have two 
choices: try to find your friends 
in the mass confusion, or wait in 
line for the bathroom where 
everyone inevitably ends up. 
Self confidence Is the key to 
bathroom waiting. The wait is 
long as usual, but you can listen 
to the exciting gossip of those 
standing near you in line. This 
wait often proves to be the most 
tedious and frustrating of all 
because the band plays your 
favorite song, all the toilet paper 
is gone and the toilets are 
clogged. 
Afer the bathroom, you search 
for your friends. As you search, 
remember to watch out for the 
other guy, or your beer will be 
spilled all over your clothes. 
Spotting your friends on the 
dance floor, you slam dance 
your way across the floor run- 
ning into interesting people 
along the way. By the time you 
reacn your desired destination, 
Ci have already let the music 
roughly engulf the frustra- 
tions of the past week. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
*Ga$ heat, hot water and cooking 
included.  Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
'tost dependable. 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
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summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
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and the College of Musical Arts 
Jazz Week 
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SPYRO 
GYRA 
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in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
DUE TO TREMENDOUS PUBLIC RESPONSE 
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the Kobacker Box Office 
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(Not good with any other offer) BG 
,.*..».«.-..■ 
PI22A   Dinner for Two \ 
BROTHERS, inc 1 Small FoWover Pizza I 
1 Gartc Bread 
2 Cans of Pepsi 
-kaiMCA      _..    * 
352-8408 
| FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 5/7/86 
Now $6.50 *sno ■ 
I 
(Not good with any other offer) BG   / 
M***!*^^ 
^^22$^ WINE SHOP 
First The Aspen introduced Gelato 
95* creamy Italian ice cream, & NOW . . 
Everybody's doing 
"The Aspen Freeze" 
A cool Gelato shake 
^ "The Summit" - $1.75 
Gelato served in a chocolate cup 
^^:^^^^-^^^^^^^^S ^j^^::^!^::^::^:jj;;^vv^v; *********** 
IMCH&IXft 
210 n. main 
in conjunction with Madhatter Productions 
Presents: 
2 NIGHTS OF BG'S 
NEWEST MUSIC 
featuring: 
TUESDAY. APRIL 15: 
David Berlin        The Immediate 
Cardinal Red       Law of Fear 
House of Abuse Madhatter 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16: 
David Berlin        Law of Fear 
Droogs Madhatter 
The Immediate   Proof of Utah 
Sheepish Grin 
Both Nights 
-RECORDED LIVE— 
for an upcoming 
album 
Be there! No Cover 
8:30 - 2:00 a.m. 
Club H is a Designated Driver Participant 
Friday/April 11, IMS 12 
Beer added to recipes enhances flavor 
by John P.Gliebe 
Friday reporter 
The intoxicating powers of beer are 
world renown, especially around col- 
lege campuses, however few people 
realize that beer is a flavorful way to 
accent cooking. 
My grandfather knew about the culi- 
nary virtues of beer, and his sauerk- 
raut and kielbasa marinated in beer 
were the hits of our family cookouts. 
A little beer added to barbecue sauce 
adds a distinctively zesty taste to 
steaks, hamburgers, hotdogs and 
chicken. It can even be used with 
melted butter to baste meats right on 
the grill. 
Beer enhances food with a flavor that 
is neither strong nor stale, but uniquely 
"beerish." Recipes using beer as an 
ingredient can be found in cook books. 
Shrimp boiled in two cans (24 oz.) of 
dark beer along with several other 
spices and ingredients is one popular 
Bohemian dish. Beer baked chicken is 
another tasty entree in which a cup of 
beer is used to enhance a sauce for 
basting. Beer added to Monterey Jack 
and Colby cheeses makes a zingy beer- 
cheese fondue, perfect as an appetizer 
for parties. Still another recipe for the 
grill is beer barbecued bologna. (Don't 
knock it until you've tried if) 
A personal favorite is beer battered 
anything. My recipe calls for one and 
one-third cups of all-purpose flour, one- 
half of a tablespoon of cooking oil. one 
teaspoon of salt, two eggs and six 
ounces of beer. 
Combine all of the ingredients in a 
large bowl and beat the mixture until it 
forms a smooth batter. This batter can 
be used to deep-fry shrimp, pieces of 
chicken, onion rings, vegetables and 
fish. I like to deep-fry beer battered 
chunks of Swiss cheese. 
For best results it is probably a good 
idea to consult a cook book. And after 
spending all that time slaving over a 
hot stove cooking, getting smoke in 
your eyes and grease In your hair, don't 
forget to wash it all down with an icey 
cold one. 
Brecht adaption 'stunning' 
by Ron Coulter 
Friday reporter 
Bertolt Brecht's The Resisti- 
ble Rise of Arturo Ui opened 
Wednesday night at Joe E. 
Brown theater. Director Heinz- 
Uwe Haus has created a stun- 
ning adaptation of this unusual 
story. 
Indeed, the scene following 
the prologue - five bored men in 
derbies bathed in space age mu- 
sic and eerily colored lighting - 
was reminiscent of another 
great musical and visual specta- 
cle: Stanley Kubrick's A Clock- 
work Orange. 
Brecht's play is a "gangster 
spectacle." Arturo Ui's rise as a 
Chicago gangster is deliberately 
portrayed to parallel Hitler's 
ascent to power in Germany. 
Certain scenes in the play are 
followed by overhead slides 
which describe Hitler's activ- 
ities as they correspond to the 
action in the play. These refer- 
ences are the only overt descrip- 
tions of Nazism in the play. 
Allegory is the Brecht's main 
technique. The play's allegory is 
not limited to the portrayal of 
the rise of Hitler, however. Ui is 
filled with allusions to Elizabe- 
than drama, Goethe and the 
Bible. 
The play's basic artistic pur- 
pose is to remind of the relative 
ease with which a "wolf in 
sheep's clothing" may assume 
power, and warning that it can 
indeed happen again. 
Haus, an acclaimed West Ger- 
man theatre director, remains 
faithful to the play's universal- 
ity in his adaptation. Haus 
avoided use of Nazi costumes, 
relying instead on a mixture of 
traditional and futuristic cos- 
tumes. 
Brecht, in his "Instructions 
for Performance" listed in the 
program, recommended the use 
of masks in staging Ui. Haus 
chose instead to use makeup to 
recreate the "grand style of 
Elizabethan theatre. The choice 
of makeup added an element of 
the bizarre and macabre to the 
play, as well as defining the 
characters. 
The music was created and 
performed by John Climenhaga. 
It had a computerized sound 
reminiscent   of   the   German 
group Kraftwerk. The music 
and sound effects served the 
mood of the play appropriately. 
The play's graphic treatment 
of violence and hatred was aug- 
mented by showing scenes from 
the Pink Floyd movie The Wall 
before the play and between 
scenes throughout. 
Gary L. Bond was outstanding 
as Ui. He has a strong voice and 
good presence as the charis- 
matic leader. 
The entire cast was well se- 
lected. Willard Misfeldt was en- 
tertaining as a washed-up actor 
hired by Ui to teach techniques 
of audience persuasion. Also be- 
lievable was Liz Hamernik as 
Betty Dullfeet, whose seduction 
by Ui symbolizes the swaying of 
Austrian public opinion by Hit- 
ler. 
More than 2V4 hours, the 
play's length is its only minor 
detriment, although even that is 
shortened from Brecht's origi- 
nal text. 
A German-language version 
of the play will run tonight at 8 
p.m. The final English perfor- 
mance will run tomorrow night 
at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.50. 
Spyro Gyra to perform 
Award-winning jazz sounds to fill hall 
by P. F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
Ten years ago Spyro Gyra 
was playing in the bars of 
Buffalo. Today the members 
of the band can look back on a 
bevy of gold records, 
Grammy nominations, tours 
Spyro Gyra 
. 
of Europe, the Orient and 
being named Cash Box Mag- 
azine Jazz group of the year. 
Spyro Gyra is a jazz fusion 
septet, founded seven years 
ago by saxophonist-composer 
Jay Beckenstein. The rest of 
the line-up includes Tom 
Schuman on keyboards, Dave 
Samuels on vibes, Richie Mo- 
rales on drums, Gerardo Ve- 
lez on percussion, Kim Stone 
on bass and Julio Fernandez 
on guitar. 
Beckenstein use to bristle 
when he heard Spyro referred 
to as a fusion band. Now he 
just shrugs saying "it's be- 
come such a watered-down 
term, that I'm neither of- 
fended nor complimented by 
it because I don't believe it 
says a darn thing." 
What does anger Beck- 
enstein, though, is the sugges- 
tion that Spyro, as well as 
other electrified jazz-rock 
bands, are only in it for a 
buck. "If there's one thing 
that hurts me in all the crit- 
icism," he says, "it's that 
people, a lot of critics, have 
failed to realize that our 
hearts are really in this. Our 
hearts are in it for the music, 
not for our pocketbooks." 
The band members are 
highly regarded as live per- 
formers, playing to scream- 
ing applause at last year's 
Playboy Jazz Festival In Los 
Angeles. They also released a 
live album in 1984. Access All 
Areas, wnich brilhantely cap- 
tured their stage show. Their 
second LP, Morning Dance, 
released in 1979, is ap- 
proaching platinum. Their 
ninth and most recent LP is 
Alternating Currents, re- 
leased last year. 
Spyro Gyra will perform in 
Kobacker Hall tomorrow 
night. Showtime is 7 and 9:30 
f.m. and tickets are $7, $9 and 
12 for University students 
and $9, $11 and $14 for general 
admission. 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tonnants pay utilities at some locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
CARTOON: 
DUCK DODGERS 
IN THE 
24 V2 CENTURY 
210 MSC 
$1."EACH 
or 
ALL THREE 
FOR $3." 
MONDAY NIGHT 
"THE JUNGLE 
BOOK" 
121 West Hall 
7 p.m., 9 p.m. 
v 
Q.       What does a. . . 
Municipal Court Judge 
Commander of the Highway Patrol 
Assistant City Prosecuter 
Defense Attorney 
General Manager of a bar 
Beer Distributor 
MADD Chapter President 
State Representative 
Prevention Education Coordinator 
. . .all have in common? 
A.       They're all speaking at. . . 
"A Public Forum 
on the issues of 
Drinking and Driving 
Wednesday, April 16, 1986 
7:30 p.m. N.E. Commons 
Reception immediately following 
FREE and open to the public 
^ 
t» 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
•k Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
k Swimming Pools 
k Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
NEW FOR FALL 1986 
• • FREE * • 
Student Express Tokens 
Provided For Tenants 
OHk«: 400 Napotaon M.       352-flSS       »-* MMfcaayi. Sal. 10-3       manlifi bf apaolntiMflt 
CHECK  OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wo carry 
both  Beta 
and   VHS 
Tapes 
.JlVII* 
JLLLi 
COMPROMISING 
Barney's 
i    Video     | 
C nil.'i I 9 tlors and net FWEf rnoyil 
I POPCORN #| 
with rental of 
any two movios! 
COMING SOON: 
•Invasion USA 
•Cocoon 
•Chorui Lin* 
•Greenpeace— 
Nontoxle Vid»o Hltt 
•To live and Dl* In I.A. 
•Bock lo lh« Future 
ktoneey-Tiierdey FMI movl. with VCI rental 
W.drmday. all VCI rental, f 2.MI 
M»mbajrthip R*qulr*d — $10 for on* year 
1093 N   Mom SI   »C        SS4 1401 
Mon   Sot   109 Sun   H6 
Ho it to Wrnoy » Cofi wilonf Mori 
Boor ond Wine of Slots Minimum Prx« 
Op«o6 30om I o.m #v#ry day 
J±J± m lIIITTIIIXIIlIIIIIIIIITTHTniUXIHIITIl 
FALCON HOUSE 
ImtmmmmHfmm ■kvarawhkA 
Com* |oln our 
Birthday 
Celebration Sal* 
going on NOW. 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green i 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
J 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
*Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
* earrings 
*Sorority jewelry 
Ch0ck our 30-40% Off Sato 
(On S*l0ct*d Ifms) 
Dili Jewelers 
129 S. Main    342-4770 
too 
• COS NCWS 
NIGHTWATCH I MONI 
HS'Ni     AUTO    RACING 
IMONI 
lEBPNI MOTOCP.OSS IWEDI 
ITMCl MOVII  if no 
% 10 
ITMCl MOV*  (MONI 
6 20 
(TMCI MOW (THU) 
6 SO 
f'ooauB 
JIMBAIXR 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
(ISPNI     HOPSt       RACING 
Wll«t   v   il HU 
eoo 
§ THIS IS THE LIFE IFP.II 
RFBOP IMON) 
FAITH      FOR      TOO*' 
nun 
Q NEIGHBORHOOD IWI Dl 
B* SETTER WAY (TMUI 
B   PATCHES   ANO   ROCK 
(TS IW1D   IHII 
B     THREE     CHEERS     FOR 
L'Ff   (MONI 
{ONE ON ONE (TUf I 
ALL THINGS NEW ITHUt 
NEWS 
(ESPNI SPOAT3CENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE I WE Dl 
• SO 
O  CBS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
S ffi   20  MINUTE   WORK 
OUT 
« NBC NEWS 
ABC S   WORLD    NEWS 
THIS MORNING Q 
5 FARM DAY 
(ESPNI SPEEOWEEK IfRD 
(ESPNI   SPORTSLOOK   (TUE- 
THU) 
• 4B 
fFARM REPORT 
AM   WEATHER 
7.00 
O      •      CBS      MORNING 
NEWS 
I TODAY 
GOOD        MORNING 
AMERICA IFRU 
6 GOOO       MORNING 
AMERICA (j {MON   THU I 
I FAT ALBERT 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IISPMI      SPORTSCENTER 
fTUE-FRU 
HSPNI     WOULD      CLASS 
WOMEN (MONI 
(TMC)   MOVIE    IMON     TUE. 
THUI 
7:30 
I   OREAT   SPACE   COAST 
IESPNI   TAACK   ANO   FIELD 
86 REVIEW (MONI 
ICSPN, AUTP RACING ITUEI 
If 9PNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
INO (THUI 
(TIKI MOVIE IWEDt 
10 IS 
tTjFRiENOLY GIANT 
10 SO 
Q B PRESS YOUR LUCK 
Q MR   ORESSUP 
• SALE OP THE CENTURY 
■ HERE'S LUCY 
B     READING      RAINBOW 
(MON   WED FRII 
■ SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE I 
■ MORNING BREAK 
(B    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MONI 
S  MAGIC  OF  OIL   RAINT- 
iNG IWlDl 
■ MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE ITHUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. THUI 
11 00 
0  ■  U S    OPEN   TENNIS 
IFRU 
O    ■     PRICE     IS    RIGHT 
(MON THUI 
i SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANOtE (Rl 
MISTER ROGERS INI 
TOOCLUS 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MONI 
BMOTORWEEK (TUE) 
S MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
SStWEO) 
PET ACTION LINE (THU) 
BISPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (MONI 
11 OB 
■ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRII 
(TMCI MOVIE (MONI 
11  30 ■ SCRABBLE ■ ALL-STAR BLITZ ■ POWERHOUSE ■ COOKING    MEXICAN 
(FRII 
B     KATHY3      KITCHEN 
(MONI 
B GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS (TUEI 
B JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOK IN   (WEDI 
S ALOHA CHINA (THUI 
IESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY ('Mil 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
r 
!i 
I*" OoiC. 
ER 
B  HOW TO PLAY  THC  PI- 
ANO   DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
B MAOJC OP WATERCOL 
ORB IMON) 
B DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
nut) 
IMOTORWEEK (WED) 
MAOJC   OP   OB,   PAINT 
INO (THUI 
IESPNI   AEROBICS:    BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
(TWO MOVIE IFBII1 
M0 
(FARM DAY 
ALVIN 
SESAME STREET (R) Q 
■BPM AUTO RACING (THU. 
FRI) 
(ISPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
MM GOLF (TUC) 
IESPNI    TRACK    AND   FIELD 
(WCO) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
•ill 
BAM. WEATHER 
BSO 
I FARM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
B:4B 
I AM. WIATHIR 
BM0 
0 HOUR MAGAZINE 
[DICK VAN DYKE 
JEOPAROY (FRII) 
EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THU) 
B DONAHUE 
■ SESAME STREET (Rl CJ 
IBWOY BUNCH 
B MISTER ROOERS (Rl 
(ESPN)    SPORTSCENTER 
fTUC-FRI) 
rrMaMOVTE IMONI 
BSO 
B ABBOTT  ANO  COST? I 
LO 
B        EVERY SECOND 
COUNTS (PHI) 
B     HEADLINE      CHASERS 
(MON-THU) 
(BEVERLY HK.LBM.IES 
SECRET CITY 
IfSPN)      WORID      CLASS 
WOMEN (FRII 
(ESPN)     INSIDE     BASEBALL 
(TUfJ 
B-SPNt   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
ISPN) SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
10:00 
IB S2B.OOO PVRAMIO 
HEADS ANO TAILS 
SILVER SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
3-2-1 CONTACT (RI Q 
GeLLIGAN 8 ISLAND 
JOHNNY     MATHIS    IN 
CONCERT *FR0 
B      VICTORY      GAROEN 
(MON) 
(SURVIVAL (TUEI 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OP 
GARY JENKINS (Wf O) 
B      MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE (THU) 
IEBPN, PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) IPRI) 
SL 
OS" 
BOAYl 
BALL I is 
12:O0 
• ■NEWS 
MIOOAY 
RYAN'S HOPE 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPH 
ICIFRll 
SURVIVAL IMONI 
SOUNDSTAGE (TUE) 
NOVA (WEDI 
EVENING     AT     POPS 
(THU) 
ANDY GRIFFITH 
LATCNIOHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOHS 
IN MOTION 
1THCI MOVIE  (WEOI 
12 SO 
B 0  US.  OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRII 
B   •   YOUNQ   ANO   THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
B   SEARCH   FOR   TOMOR 
ROW 
X LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
«am) SPEEOWTEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACING 
IMON) 
ESPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
nun 
(ESPNI BASEBALL (WED) 
«BPN)     JULHJS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
(TMO MOVW fTUC. THU) 
12 36 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
1:00 
MOVIE 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
ALL MY CHILDREN 
A WALK  THROUGH 
THE  20TH CENTURY WITH 
BEL MOVERS (FRI) 
B    UNDER     SAIL      (MON. 
TUE) 
B    PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(WED) 
B    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (THU) 
B    COMPUTER     CONFER- 
ENCE      AT     WINGSPREAD 
(MON) 
B     MV      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUC) 
I NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THUI 
(ESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (R) (FRI) 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE mi (THUI 
1:30 
B    B    AS    THE     WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
B    PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(MON. WCO) 
B   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
B  MAGIC  OF  OB,   PAINT 
ING (THU) 
2:00 
ANOTHER WORLD 
ON* LIFE TO LIVE 
MOVIE (MON-THU) 
EVENING     AT     POPS 
(MON) 
B  BEYOND  WAR   BPACE- 
BRIDGE (TUE) 
B   STING.    THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OP FBI UNOERCOV 
ER OPERATIONS (WCO) 
B SURVIVAL (THU) 
MPW COLLCOC FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMO MOVIE (WCO. FR|) 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON) 
2 SO 
B B CAPITOL (MON THU) 
■ MOVIE IFRD 
■ FLINTSTONES 
B RIVER TOWN (FRII 
IESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
(FRI) 
IISPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
3 00 
B     a     GUIDING     LIGHT 
IMON   THUI 
B CORONATION STREET 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
m WOOD* WOOOPECKER 
B NATIONAL  FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
B      COOKING      MEXICAN 
IMONI 
B    SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
tlSTNJ   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
3 SO 
B  B   U S    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRII 
800 IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FILM   FESTIVAL 
(TUE   WEDI 
B      PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRIENDS 
B SECRET CITY 
4 00 
B a DIVORCE COURT 
O HOCSE  CALLS 
• LOVf BOAT 
■ TRANSFORMERS 
B a SESAME STREET (Rl 
B a THUNDE RCA TS Q 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL (FRI) 
IISPMI  WORLD CUP SKIING 
(MON) 
(TMCI  MOVIE   IMON.   WED 
FRI) 
4:OB 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE) 
4 30 
IB PEOPLE S COURT 
NOW (FRI) 
ELEPHANT      SHOW 
(MONI 
VIO KIDS (TUE) 
WONOERBTRUCK 
(WCO) 
I WHAT'S NEW? ITHUI 
HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
IM A.S.K   Q 
f 
."*■» i  #•"!       (ISPMI SPORTSCCNTCR 
& 
8! 
IESPNI      ROLLER      DERBY 
(THUI 
S:00 
| BENSON 
I COURTSHIP OF EDO* S 
FATHER (FRI) 
i VIDEO HITS (MON-THU) 
MAUDE 
0-1. JOE 
B MISTER ROGERS IR) 
SCOOSYDOO 
LITTLE  HOUSE  ON  THE 
r. 
ESPN) SURFING (MON) 
If BPNI FISHIN   HOLE (TUCI 
6; SO 
iJSFFERSONS 
■ NEWS 
THREE'S COMPANY 
M'A'S'H 
3-3-1 CONTACT Q 
BRADY BUNCH 
READING     RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
B  OHIO   BUSINESS  OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
ION THE LINE (TUCI 
ART BEAT (WCO) 
FROAY 
RE II. IBM 
S:00 i a a NCWS 
PCRFECT MATCH 
TV AUCTION 
STAR TREK 
OtFF RENT STROKES 
PLAY BRIDGE 
ESPNI SPORTSLOOK , 
B:30 
B CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWSQ 
BHAPrYDAYS 
a BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI      MARK      SOS IN  S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
fTMCIMOVEi **H     TMSal- 
IM 0»  Gragv^  COTIM     (1SSSI 
'"-•"I     J»H    Oknot      Tom 
Sow*   A Sm AniorMo co*hand 
<w«4« *  trwitt n Mtf-oaNMM 
n  ■  COM  ol   -nui*^  xkniity 
PQ 
S BENNY HEX 
THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPNI WRESTLING 
BOO 
B a TWM.IGHT ZONE T*o 
unang Ol • UFO Mo-lm ma M*9 
•of MA* on S* lancMO* 10 NMP 
IW"  bwM  u  tm'im   CtnaW    1 
B TYCOON THE STORY 
OF A WOMAN St'uopfcne lo 
i«- NH '• " •" — a l««M> by • 
iaio* ioml'utKon lonvan*   0*vi 
IM •»*«•"• □•.*»■ akO««l 
MM r* nvioand •*«•« rnor*t 10 
MI-.U<™ iPniSMSI 
B RIPTIOE Tx* R«ix» oo>« 
«•>•) i"«i P* v % • *x« ■• m 
K>>*0 <n a gavainmatr mj lamp 
B WEBSTCR M * KnAt ra- 
m *an«* E*-»g laochM W« 
\<f  how  <o  pi»i  MMaibai   iR> 
B MOVE   • *     Caraon • : 
dtSJl NandoVi Scolt  Raymond 
Maaao*   ' ~" broman Mcoma n- 
r 
s OUNSMOKF NBA   BASKETBALL   Da 
Piaiont at Ma— Von Kmrtt 
7:00 
I CSS NEWS 
i^ 
a< 
B COUNTRY WEST &*•» 
Munav MdaucMan K 0 Lang 
D-mond Joa WNia  IF.) 
(WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NtOHT   Pa«.   si.au..   haaa  . 
WoHa ol ma TV aanaa    60 M-v 
ulas 
(NCWLYWCD GAMC 
BEST    OP    SATURDAY 
NtOHTLlVE 
IM-A»I-H 
MACNEK     / 
NEWSHOUR 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
a    P M       MAGAZINE    Chai 
6a>n«d; InOan a opana>  Rcunna 
PjBBBl 
NCVCR THC TWAIN 
•AROV 
TAW 
PM  MAGAZINE St 
LEHRCR 
Swai 
B WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
RE VIEW CS 
B30 
B "*R BELVCOCRC vVa»-» 
't»»n |K» m»*n rtvnoa ha UHd 
abovi nn acxaovm wacha' afiar 
wa-naig aoowi  the  man \  daath 
B   WALL    STREET    WEEK 
Kaufman .  v*»     Gua.l   Han* 
Kaulman     aaacuima   daatlai   ol 
Salomon B>oma<. "- 
(TMCI   MOVIE   *      i-da,   Tha 
'It- Tha     >MAt    Chaptai 
il964i Cfiapai Gtova* XanbaH* 
B»-« Ja«on rha maMad k*C *a 
turn. 10 wiMk v"A-ni ■anoaanta 
on tha daawana «' Cf*.tal LaM 
uaaa tamp   R 
S00 
a   a    DALLAS   JR    danan 
■hat  iha buy back  daat ara. da 
bgnad lo tat up mambaii o> iha 
<-tai ^ 
B LAST PRECINCT iPram 
— - A giouo ol oddba" >op* ai 
Piacaxl 66 Kandai andnwiAan 
dta a *a>ara ol oanatal caaa. 
loraohl motoriyw aohtaman 
Na*d IRK. Ducommufii don. a go 
■ ■He ami lo nab ifcamond w"og 
gM>. Sta>. Adam Waat and 
XaananWynn 
B MR SUNSHINE l-». 
«ada.ai laailanti lathnMiuM jaop 
ardua hat chanta lor a laaoantfia? 
toOalOfd  L3 
B TV AUCTION CONTIN- 
UES 
6  MOVW   a a Hatanoa-a 
law <i»B0i laay Savaiaa Pod 
layto. A llamboyani PhaadatpKa 
laarya* goat lo Houtlon lo daland 
ti—.g *al(had a-ih attaiait by 
both iha Juama Dapaitmaol and 
a enma tyntacaia 
• DOCTOR WHO 
E1SPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
'iadd-1 Panraaton (16 3 1 S 
"Oiirt SAarion LaBiant lit 2 
I I XOtl '• a lighianaghl bowl 
unaauadlo- tOiounda byaliom 
laavagoa Nay 
MO 
B JOE BASH Joa and VVaw 
coma lo iha aid ol an unronaan 
tonal man Q 
10:00 
B a FALCON CREST A-g. 
U anancaM a conF-oniaiajn ba 
i««an Chaaa and ja*t MaMu 
and ha> naa> parinat hava prob 
lama >i aping tha- mmda on 
•aork Q 
8  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
B  MIAMI  VICE Ga<a MM M 
conainca a Hartian ann^c/ani to 
Na tapa ihargai againat iha ton 
ol a Botvxa" Oan*ar in tiarao IB) 
a PALL GUV A gang ol rowdy 
moiorCyCMl* ernbuan Colt m an 
abandonad town ;j 
(TMCI MOVIE * Zappad' 
116021 Scon Ba-j Waha Aamaa 
A high tchoel acamca garuua uaaa 
h>a accidantaay arcaarad p«vchok- 
mal*   powar. 10 anprovy hi. I0va 
i.'.   R 
10:3b"" " 
INEWS 
EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
11:00 
INEWS 
'ZONE 
I CINCINNATI 
PREVIEWS  JBT- 
iray Lyona  and MachM MaoVad 
heat an tfttormativa look at what . 
nawat ihomowai 
11:30 
B   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   Patar   Soauaa   hoaia   a 
praNa of tha TV tanaa    60 Ma> 
u«aa." 
B GOOO ROCKIN TONITC 
Inaaniaw. aafh Loaarboy. Opwa. 
Ananobon wdaoa by U Top. Ma 
OuHaMd SM-na HKki Ananta: 
Star, tha Pomiar Sattara 
a MASTERS TOURNA- 
MENT HIGHLIGHTS 
a SEST OF CARSON From 
Fabnearv igas attara Catia 
Adam. Snaaa, WWNara and »■ 
t« Kowa p-i hoai Johnny Caraon 
•niaavao  INI 
INKaHTVINE 
MOVTC **-, PhaaalV 
(■•731 NajM Oavanpori MaAaai 
M.ph, A aamhad yowng woman 
if huntad by a ookmy ol ant. mat 
ha*a ac«>arad Via powar to da 
•bov a" o* iha* natural anariaaa 
IBENNYHaU. 
NATURE A took ai how V. 
■ loM 
laAoadn I6>0 
1200 
B MOVIE * *    Empaa 01 Tha 
Ant.    116771 Joan CoAn.  Rob- 
ariLanaatg 
~)EYE ON HOLLYWOOD 
TV   AUCTION   CONTIN- 
UES 
B COMEDY CLASSICS 
(E6PM) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL 
(TMCI MOVK a a Rock 6 
Ruk. i 16631 Vowat Ol Don 
Francka PamLaMai 
12 SO 
B FRIDAY NtGHT VKXOB 
Moaif Bob Coaiaa Oina Smuh 
uaorga Mali Vioaoa by 22 lop 
I Rough Boy > Oavid Boww 
i Abacama Bacannara I Ptaica 6 
tha KawArtaan I *.%\ I m .fcarao 
B COMEDY TONIGHT 
Gwaai*      Jama)    Myara     VMov 
Sm.no"      Oavid   Na.ta*      Gaorg* 
Buma  111 
IBM 
X JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVW    ••      Maduaa 
II6I4I Gaotgja HajnAon   Cama* 
onMiifhaa 
(ESPNI  AUTO RACING Salar. 
Ra»y horn Alica  dapaa)! 
1:30 
B MOVIE  •     1-Mi.i.iO 
Daath    il976l Oawd Cnung   I* 
lung 
BOBBB- 
Brwl-rOHT  
B WKRP IN at* 
a   SNEAK    ' 
1:46 
B      MOVIC      ■*'< BM 
Ronald       MBr4>    Kan    Huntar 
Stoti Jacob* 
2:00 
B NEWS 
ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2 SO 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SaOO 
B MOV*   # 6 • 99 Bna. 
Saaat    119631 A*n Payna  Iva 
•ynKayaa 
ESPNI AUTO RACING Formu 
la One  Mankan Grand P«i  horn 
Rio da Janaeo Mam Ml 
3:20 
(TMCI     MOVIE     aaa        Tha 
Biahop.     W.'.       119481    Cary 
Grant  I watt a Young 
3 46 
B MOV*  **•    APubatAI 
•aa     H962I  Myron  McCoima* 
Edward Bauv. 
B NEWS 
SATUROAY 
MRS 12. IBM 
^-   itanvo-. - 
BOO 
IBERENSTAIN BEARS 
PATCHES   ANO   POCK 
ITS 
tSNORKS 
PINK    PANTHER    ANO 
SONS Cp 
S RAINBOW BRITT 
VICTORY GARDEN 
ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL 
B:30 
tWUZZLCSQ 
AOVCNTURCS  OF   THC 
GUMMI BEARS Q 
I LITTLES Q 
POPPLES 
MOTOR WEEK 
MO 
B B J*M HENSON S 
MUPPETS BABIES A MON- 
STERS 
ZSMURF8 
BUGS BUNNY  LOONEY 
TUNES COMEDY HOUR 
8 SESAME STREET IR) Q 
GREATEST      SPORTS 
LEGENDS 
(ULYSSES 31 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES 
(ESPN) WORLD CLASS 
WOMEN 
TMC)     MOV*     *a Tha 
Buddy Svitam M984i RKhatd 
Orayfuaa  Suaan Saraadon 
BSO 
a SE SAME STREET 
■ EDITORS DESK 
a     TALCS     PROM      THC 
DARKSeDC 
a EDUCATIONAL COM- 
PUTING 
ESPN) TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
lOOO 
a     a     HULK      HOOAN B 
"OCR    N   WRESTLING 
LAFF-A-LY64PTCS 
NEWTON'S APPLE 
ITS YOUR BUSINESS 
MOVK    **       Man   And 
Soy    (19721 MCoaBv. LM Er 
Etna 
B KATHY S KITCHEN 
ESPN) ROLLER OCRBV 
iaso 
SKIPPER  ANO  COMMA- 
R  I 
9' I 
MUI 
1* O' 
NY 
IPUNKV BREWSTER 
EWOKS   AND    DROtOS 
ADVENTURE HOUR 
I AMERICAN INTERESTS 
WALL    STREET   JOUR- 
NAL IMPORT 
GREAT CHEF! OF  NEW 
11 OO 
iRICH* RICH 
CORONATION STREET 
VIOEOGAME 
ALVIN  AND  THE   CHIP- 
NKS 
JMOTORWCEK 
WRESTLINO 
MAKEOVER 
IESPNI      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMCI     MOVW     **       Si-A 
119841   Burl   RaynokN    CarvAco 
Bargan 
11 30 
B VIDEO GAME 
B DUNGEONS A ORA- 
GONS 
IKiOD VIDEO 
SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
I LAST CHANCE OARAGE 
JOY OF PAINTING 
(ESPNI   FLY   FISHING  WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
AFWRNOON 
12:00 
B   MOVW    •*      Coto.   Han 
Daad     (18741   Gay**   Hunrucutl 
StaphanRaa 
OWHAT SNIW? (Rl 
■ POLE POSITION 
B WEEKENO SPECIAL 
Mayday* W ., .ie,' Two .'■>-■ 
ara .aandad «< iha wadarna.. e" 
lar thaa paranii are meaad m a 
plana creah IParl I of 21IRIQ 
I MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
MOVW     **      The    A, 
cwaad     119661   Donald   Womt 
RobartMay 
a   THC    OLD    CURIOSITY 
SHOP  Animated   A debt udder 
man  and hia  granddaughlai   da 
cida  lo biay  thaa  paal  mnarwi 
and begat a new We mat wal latar . 
ha taaitad by more pannaa.. day. 
and a Kannew eantan a   :, 
B LAP OU6.TING 
(ESPN) SKIINOEarthOaaHCup 
Dual Slalom bom Krtwood Cakl 
(lapadl 
12 30 
tWONDERSTRUCK |R| 
WILD KINGDOM An aa 
amAation MO iha behawor ol 
Oumpan/aa. and baboon, pi Tan- 
zania . Gomba Stream National 
Park 
B SPIDER MAN AND HIS 
AMAZING FRMNDS 
a AMERICAN BAND 
ST ANO leehaed Char, aaa enth 
Ai-.and-. 0 Meal I Saturday 
lo** I Jatwler Ruah I Tha Pow- 
ar ol love I little RcHard-a 
Great Goah A Mighty   wdao 
<ROO ANO REEL 
VICTORY GAROEN Plant 
■ng broccok tabbaga and tttiuca 
>m waaon banapiani. warm 
weather crop, m ma aoulharn 
garden 
ESPNI SKIING Porache Corpo 
rate Challenge horn lake Tehoe 
Nay  ITapadl 
1 OO 
CALGARY WINNERS 
I'M A BIO CURL NOW 
•BALL Toronto Cfcat 
lay. at Kanaaa City RoyeJa I Tape 
dalayl 
WHAT'S COOKING 
FRUGAL   GOURMET  Jatl 
Smith prep* ea bouAabaataa and 
• aw'iah aalad  (PI 
(TMC) MOVW  * * Popeya 
M960I Robai wahamt Shaday 
DaMfl 
llOO 
i DATELINE ONTARIO 
IT TAKES TWO 
AMERICA STOP TIN 
THBB OLD  HOUSE  Com 
pletatg tha Tampa home renova 
tiona  aKhrdavg  iha   dack   and   a 
aoeened andoau>a   a budgat >a 
-jw  Q 
B MOVW ** From Hall It 
Cama (19671 Tod Andrew* 
Ima Carve. 
B MOVW * ■•. Voodoo I. 
land   H95'i 6on. ■arto"  Bavw 
h,Tyk» 
B GREAT OUTDOORS J>m 
Tabor damonatrataa tha oourmat 
tamper . pniaote laXd bar and 
auryay. Florida t Pannakamp 
Park. '"•■. a Nsi undarwatar 
gardan    »   ;j 
ESPNI  AUTO  RACING  -.AS 
CAN  Late  Modal Sportaman  baa 
bomOarangton  SC 
2:00 
a     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
S WRESTLING 
STAR GAMES Sport, com 
patrtion   laaiunng caal   member a 
*om   loiraSoM    and    Not Net 
aaaaray the Mew .     IP) 
« DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BOOVWATCH How aom. 
people thrwa at atraatlul anua 
hona. developing r.a>i. to ward 
of atraw ma httlt haaaaia mat 
■ an.ii  ;; 
a THIS OLD HOUSE New 
aWSaJ pajmg and lalaphona 
hookup*  (RIC3 
2:30 
B VICTORY GARDEN Plant 
■ng brouok renbage and kytluca 
Jan waaon tranWant. artrm 
-raatftar cropo a> ma koutharn 
gardan 
a BACK PAIN: CAUSES. 
PREVENTION AND TREAT- 
MENT 
MO 
a JACK NhCKLAUS PRE- 
SCNTB THC 1BB6 MEMO- 
RIAL TOURNAMENT 
a SPORTSWECKCND 
Scheduled World Dam Champ. 
onaNp bom England ITapadl 
Maaiar. Go" Champ-Dnafap thad 
round bom Auguaia Naiamaj Go" 
Couraa m GaorgM Inajl 
a MEMORIAL TOURNA- 
MENT GOLF SPECIAL 
J *
MM) 
S. 
B PBA BOWLING 6126.000 
Long mand Open baa bom Gar 
dan Cn» Bowl at Garden Cdy 
NY 
B CATS AND DOGS Man. 
nanpa ol btak? boaoa daTaranoaf 
between coaiaa and ahaWraa Q 
B MOVW *•• AmaM 
larhari M876) Suaan Clark 
John Forayma 
B MOVW *** Sunday In 
Naar York (1664) Cbtl Robe" 
ton  jane Fonda 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Haffway   Houaa 6ouldar   to 
8-~w<gnam and Everybody 
Male. Moirae. are partormad 
by Boaanna Caah  Lacy J  Oatton 
Ga4 Oavw.    Immytou Hern.   Pam 
Moae and MaryAnn lennady In 
•tatao 
(TMO MOVW *** How 
Sweat ii i.' M968I Debbw Ray 
nolda Jamat Garner 
3 SO 
a a POA GOLF Maaiata 
Tournament Ihed round kve bom 
Auguata Ga 
B    JAPAN:    THC    CHANG- 
ING TRADITION 
IESPNI SPE ED WEEK 
MO 
a TENNIS Woman • lam-, 
Cnie Cup SamMnefci kva bom 
Saa Pmaa Planiai«n at mHon 
HeedlaLmd  SC 
a TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
B OCX ANUS 
(ESPN) HIGH SCHOOL BAS 
KETBALL McDonald • All 
American Game bom Devon 
ITapadl 
MO 
B WIOE WORID OF 
SPORTS Scheduled Mark Me 
land 110 0 6 KOa) -. Darryl An 
Ihony 122 2 2 16 XOal at a aaM- 
tarwaaght bout acaajduMd lor 10 
round* kva bom Atlantic City 
N J World Wnrta Water Cancel- 
ing Champainahrpa Itapadl bom 
Augabtag Waal Garmany 
B MAGIC OF OB, PAINT- 
ING 
BOCEANUS 
MO 
f TV AUCTION 
STAR    S*ARCH   GJMII 
Kool and tha Gang  Ut itarao  IRI 
a    CATS   ANO   DOGS   Pet 
denti*iry   dog ooedatnee Irammg 
g 
fTMO MOVW •* v, Tha 
Lonely Guy (1984) Sieve Maim 
ChaflaaGrockn 
B:30 
B   SNEAK   PRCVWWS   >i 
bay Lyona and Mchaei Madvd 
hoai an informative took at what k 
BJB) 
11 
8:00 
tB B NEWS 
CBC NEWS 
ASCNEWSp 
TED     KNIGHT     SHOW 
Mono*   . >aaad for rafuaatg w ra- 
•oM I.-  aourca lor  an unauthor 
>/ad   .ior,   about   dumping  touc 
laarad m prim 
STAR TREK 
ROO AND REEL 
(ESPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
BSO 
CBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK  IN  PARLIA 
MCNT 
B NBC NEWS 
XPUTTIN' ON THC HITS 
CHECKING IT OUT 
a PIONEERS IN BLACK 
BUSINESS A profee M iha black 
man and woman bom tha 18m 
century to iha praaant who paved 
tha way lor advance* at tha Dura 
nan worm 
ESPN) SPORTSCCNTCR 
(TMO   MOVW    *** Tha 
Slwnmg 11960) Jack Nichoraon 
Shaaay DuvaR A waiter caretaker 
lor a remote and apparently 
haunted Colorado hotel i. inow- 
bOund there with hat arrte and 
c lee voyem young Bon   B' 
7O0 
a      MUPPETS    Guaat      Zero 
Moatei 
8 RCAL FISHING Qrrfcj 
Ba*. 
a HEE HAW Guam  Jerry Lea 
lean*  Bel Madkyy  W atereo IR) 
a    MUPPETS   Guaai    Oudaay 
Moor* 
B a SOLID GOLO A pro- 
gram laaiurmg hri aonga bom 
movw* rnckudoa parlcamanca* by 
Sievw VVondar I I Juki Caked to 
Say I LOW You ' bom Tha Wom- 
an m Red I Kanny Loggm* 
I Foottooae I Bay Parkaa > 
I Ghoatbvatars I and JDhn Parr 
( St Elmo k Faa I (Port 2 ol 2) 
lr *t*rao IRI 
SITS A LIVING 
HERITAGE CONVERSA- 
TIONS WITH BAL MOYERS 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING Fan 
laay Stele, lor 1 year cad ihor 
oughtaed* bom Oaklawn Park .. 
Hot Sprrngi Ark   (Taped) 
MO 
a    SMALL     WONDER    Tha 
laurtona riai mio a law problem* 
whan the Department ol Chadran 
Sarv^e. demand* that  the larruiy 
adopt* Vrcki 
8 DON CHERRY S GRAPE 
VINE leaded  Chrra Naan 
a SMALL  WONDER AHar a 
prwata tutor take, on Vrdn a. Ma 
aiudam ha Banks ha hao d«cow- 
-ed a chad prodigv       until  Tad 
•tap* a* 
•  FTV Muaacal guaat   Mar*yn 
Marirnl   NtghtMouM  | 
BOO 
a a CRAZY LBXC A FOX A 
bag lady (Dorothy larnourl who 
know Mo data-* ol a hajh-aooaly 
Manual meat* a fecac and 
B STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS   t>..von   Samn*ai 
».-•    Siartmgtman tamei-e 
a  GiMME   A BREAK! Add, 
MMM a «b *> New Yor* and than 
, - .    i aaeBg Maa to m» gong 
B CHANNEL SO AUCThON 
B TV AUCTION 
B PLAMkNOO ROAD 
B OEO A TICKET TO THE 
WORLD - •■*•% to C.n*ei ar-l 
jajupiAraayMQ'Bannaii k»<»" 
najltaai    CbaibA   -»<i  art   M»- 
Mejb ■ ■ • »k*ai iMvax umpat. 
,«n -. l.avdad ma ram taratt ol 
C^t.a.a baaabaa n the Dom.r. 
,an Repubt*  and Aagai an »ei 
>. »—g .n Ci*/W-a 
B MOV*   O ft • •      Otympie 
■ 1938i A pftjukk M -"kwkrai am 
-t        elhw^menn   at   thr.     1936 
Summer Orympa.. -> 6arkn aajB 
'uuiaga ol Atka Owen* record 
breaking tree* panVjrmanca 
(ESPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS D—vo" <*mrf-*ai 
Uivei 'Geme « MArari to blac* 
out *nrl i'»i-'( lime •« lenl*t.ve • 
S so 
B 'ACTS OF LIFE M-v  Ga. 
••• buAil e new huvrw.. on  iha 
I.."—    vie   Ol   lona*   IrHHa.     In 
■Maao .R.:J 
BOO 
B  MOVW   •••     Coat  I- 
key    1197li Oak Van Oyk.   Pap 
pa   SiOII      A    tma>   town    laung 
banki^ii , wd an 676 mehon .1 
*i iri -iv ayhabrlarti* ian qwi 
ymokmu lor JO day. 
a MOV* * • A Tomb Ol 
Saendel H964I Angw D-k-i 
wi lomSkarnii Siandalinraly 
mg  t mab. pn*M»»    blac»me* 
and miarkx ihreahtn. tu daatroy 
an      ..vanii       woman      lawyw   | 
ganwa-.olf..  iRHJ 
B  GOLDEN   GIRLS Soptua, 
uut to prove aha \ tu* ol m and 
-A»« by fhakanrang Onothy n a 
txiwkng rouirwjmani In .aarau 
Ml 
a     MOVW     •*•>        • ■  ■ ■ 
Sea%     UlTSi Clark  Gabat    Jean 
Mailow Paete* pkavdai ekhrprai 
.yatu a ■akiebai gran *r*pmen« 
B  JUNIOR   STAR  MARCH 
in      iha      f„rp«f     ol      iha Sla. 
Saarih wai ihr. «oaa it i ran 
i—in--,    ir.i..—    putaan*    and 
lean,   t—1«. m-ig Ira   660 000 m 
ia*h pruo. « iha >atauor« m 
mabi waafcit lamak* yocabu 
learkng lady laarkng man and 
danca ScbadukMl guaai. "■■■> 
HuNay Han la-da Arklme Bate 
man Meal IdMcMahon 
(TMCI MOVW • * ' Popeya 
119601 Ftobai Weham* Shaba, 
Ouvaa vVnaa aaaxivng for h* la 
thai tha *p«a< h eetmg aaaor w* 
n* a ceaant harntat whare ha pak. 
.rp     a     tounrbng     and     a     Mainy 
iwaemaarl   PC 
B30 
B ALL IS FORGIVCN Wha* 
Mail i away Paula agree* m 
kaap an aye on Some 
10 OO 
B REMINGTON STEELE 
Laura » *aarih lor tha rruaamg 
Staabt t Aaa her to L ondon where 
Scotland Yard ha* Remington 
pegged aa tha p-rme ftuapecl a. • 
aaran ol murdai.   (Pan  I ol Jl to 
12  3b 
B SOUL TRAIN 
I OO 
a HART TO HART 
(TMCI     MOVW     •*       V 
llOrm     'ho OattruCton Ol   i 
S.'     l'6B3i  Alba. 8yrcm 
1:30 
INEWS 
MOV*    ••••      C 
■ow*      'tg74>   jack    hMho 
I ay* Dunaway 
ESPNI ROLLER DERBY 
200 
• MOVE  •* OneG 
*'•**  N  Mi»wg     't9'6> 
■ iwgman  (wabam At^aay 
B WRESTLING 
6UNDAY 
PM 13   IM 
UORNtNG 
10 30 
O NORTHCOAST FajMMM 
Prevarw ol iha CBS mm. aerw* 
Dream VVev Mac— Sy>up Fe» 
ti*ai -> Gaauga Count, vheii— lo. 
■*w*i> " thr. Iree Cam Col 
wg* Purtiat   a game amah pro 
ride*      quaMiom,      lor       .ludeniv 
about .oaege enli, 
fONE ON ONE 
IS REPORTS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
(Q lORNE GREENE S NEW 
WkLDERNESS 
BPR'SENTE 
(TMCI MOV* *• PoKe 
Aiadem. 7 thr- leM A\vv 
mem    il966i Sievr- Gutiantiwu 
Bubba '.'■•■■ 
11 00 
ICOMMINT 
WOrlSHIP   FOR   SHUT 
INS 
SX IDS INCORPORATED 
PRlOF      OF      PLACE 
BUILDING   THE   AMERICAN 
DREAM 
B GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO 
! WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN S JOUR 
NAL 
11:00 
SHEWS 
I NATIONAL Cp 
TV  AUCTION   CON TIN 
UCS 
I ROCKY ANDFRCNOS 
WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOWt i    Owevne*   headed   lor 
trouble wben n . tkuovered that 
1 happen, n I*. late.) grBiw 
hr* danbkt * ante 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI    MOVW     ••        St** 
116641   Burl   Fayyncada    Carakca 
Bergen   An  e. con *  atiampi   to 
avenge Ik* pruon buddy * murder 
bring* han 188646 'ate wrlh 'km 
damob*ia>. in tiereo   R  CJ 
11 20 
SHEWS 
| ABC NEWS Q 
II  SO 
a      MOVIC      **>* Tha 
Motherhood Ol Tha Bad 119701 
Gkynn Ford Hokamary For*y1h m 
.1* overly ambitioui drive tor *uc- 
COM a kaoat batarndy daato 
harkhfy win Wan wbo would 
•tand m thaa way 
B     MOVW     ft* 4 Take 
Down 11979)        Edward 
Herrmann lorenro lama* An ai 
aiparamcad coach labaa ovor a. 
the kMl-o>Kh hope Ha a lagh 
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ry (19611 Frad Aaiaaa John 
Houaaman M,n«>ou. daama b* 
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§ B FACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK   WITH  OA- 
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B MARKET TO MARKET 
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12 OO 
B     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
B MEETING PLACE '■■-■ 
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le^   .it.. ■■!».  at  e  iharftMpymg 
tarwea cakabretrng  the  Menmm 
•te.   arrival « Canada 700 year. 
ago 
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!■"*.     aame day    coverage   bom 
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JHKaH SCHOOL QUIZ 
OLD   IRIENDS        NEW 
FRIENDS 
B MOV* * * . The Babe 
Ruth Slor, 119481 WAam Ban 
A. Cleae Trevor 
B FAME Widatpraad vandal 
i*mat ii-v'-«".«iui..-,.«» 
to ba a bn edgy *n itarao 
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<k*n -i Thad World count/** 
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c*n author Carlo* Fuente. 
B MOV* • * • Tha N-t 
t, "■'—,-    ■ 1963' J*r>» law.. 
Siena Sleven. 
B GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES Etokira RKhard 
ItfMkM > '**• chiorucang So 
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4 SO 
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01 Raymond       igjt    j*™  yV, 
B MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
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Oan/a luur. the Bahama, .am 
i«.vw B" Canti modeang agent, 
laaan and Jerry lord ihe Cetikr 
6aron* Baan Tata. IRI 
B   TV   AUCTION   A   lad by 
phone    errrevegarue   rvhwa    any 
thmg and evwyth-no. wal he »■ 
■■■■*■■ to tha rugha*i twtrku 
B'lRINGLINE 
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GOOO FISHING 
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(TMC)    MOVW    * * <•        T ., „ 
Champa»n*hrp    Saaaon      119871 
Mure Darn  Stacy Keftch 
12 SO 
I MEET THE PRESS 
I PORTRAITS 
I ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
ESPNI NFL SUPERSTARS 
ProHed Pat I «her lormar da 
•entwa bar* lor the St lour* Car 
canal, and VVaahmgion R*da> m. 
ICO 
B MOVW **4 My la- 
thar * Houaa M9761 CbM Rob- 
anton Robert Pratton 
a COUNTRY CANADA A 
look at how rakrdeni* ol rural 
wattem Canada obtaei aaouc 
MkaVjM 
I CAN YOU BE THINNER? 
COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
B a WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVWWC3 
B MOV* **• Tha Cturkftr 
Memorandum UBMl George 
Sega Ai*c Gumnaa* 
ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAB Trrayaouth 600 bom Dan 
•heaon  SC  Inajl 
1:30 
B      SPORTSWEEKENO 
S.h*du*r-l     Sparaah   Grand   Pn. 
autoiacmg ITapadl 
B    SABE     WINKELMAN S 
GOOD FISHING 
I WAR OF THE STARS 
.WALLSTRCeTWCEK 
«au'man «   Vraw      Gua.1     Henry 
Fautman aaacudva daactc* ol 
Salomon Mother, loc 
20O 
a WOMEN'S TENNIS Fer- 
ry Cup Cbampayajaap **• bom 
Sao Ftnaa Pkknution HA on Maad 
iaiand.se 
B MOVW Meack. CM Tha 
Haort A Boy* Town Story 
MB86I     Art     Cam*,      C.„, 
X I 
Bv 
" Ow-igi.-'   SC    IRi 
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NEWS 
THC PRISONER 
B FAME Danny * longfm* 
draam pi becorrung en a. in •* put 
on   hold   atir.   a  rug lane  agent 
B DEFENOERS OF THC 
EARTH THE STORY BE 
GINS Ananeted lie*h Gordon 
iha Phantom Mandrake iha Mag 
oan and lomar team up to *«va 
Earth bom IM eva plan* ot Mmg 
iha Mwciie*. 
STAR TREK 
SHAKESPEARE HOUR 
Meaaura lor Maaaure Vmcan 
i<o . i'«i \m**% Ciaudro iha Duke 
puruahe* Angato lo. hi* treachery 
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I'M *  B 
lESPN) MARK SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMCI MOVW * * ' Soma 
thavg Wwckad th>. Way Come* 
i i983i Ja*on Rnbardk Awaihan 
Pryta Two boy* dnxovar the Mr 
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luktaied   bul  Only   For   , 
prrca  In nareo   PG 
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I CBS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
NSC NEWS 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
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SB SO MINUTES 
STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Onmwon SameVuM 
llrval (Sterling lane .. ieniati*i 
a    FATHERS    ANO    SONS 
Lenny gne. out   0* hra way to a, 
•onge a date with tha gal m la* 
dream* 
B CMSNEY SUNDAY MOV 
W     A FrghirAg Cheat*)    A teen 
•gar  chabanga*  ha* parent.    », 
thorny whan he announce* plan* 
II   .jo ■ME - 
. -A. 
a PAPER CURTAIN Aumo. 
Jbhn Iryrng narrate* Ita* a.anvna- 
bon of the  1667  McCarran Wal 
arabon to treat tu* epaapty Star. 
BaauMidgB. Karen Vekantava CJ 
a AT THE MOVIES Stha-J 
ulad revarw* VioMI* Are Blue 
IS.,, Spacak   »0^ KbMl      Po 
><•   Aiadem,    3     Bee*    M    J(-B>. 
■ng 
a PAME Oarrny * longt.ma 
m**m o« tMCOnung an actor r* put 
art  hold  afiar   a  b.g MM   aoant 
*ugga*t. another cftrftftr 
B ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
(ISPN)      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Dnmtaon   SamAnai 
Hivel   INOTf     Starling trne i. len 
latrve   Game ■»  tubaKt lo bktek- 
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a PUNKV BREWSTER 
PurAy * beinda Haippip on* by 
OM at a mycMreju* rra   (Pert 2 
ol J i In itarao C3 
a HOME  SVVCCT   HOME   A 
took    a-    iha    crpporti/nma*    and 
Located In OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Moo. - Thar*. VCR Renttl ft 2 Free Tip«* 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations In NW Ohio 
if 
£l,r
^u!Wrlui«Br 
$k*A~       "Your Campus 
W^ Florist" 
Friendship Bouquets 
$2.50 
PHONE 
353-1045 
Cash & Carry 
QFAHV IAIIIET) 
Spring Brook doesn't have to ond 
In Florida 
Kaap the fooling alive 
* Weaving* 
* Lumlnlzlngt 
* Highlighting. 
rJLiiulvn ^Jree l\i>st a II rani 
ite* 
146 I. Wooatar 
BKCHTlllMl   FlfrSHBlS 
3S2-HAIR 
Breakfast Buffet 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
All you can eat for only S3.59 
Breakfast Brunch 
Sunday 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
All you can eat for only SS.49 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
906 Napoleon 
For  your 
Cut  Flower  &  Green 
Plant needs. 
353-8381 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
OFBt 
Mon. Than. 6»an-9pm 
Frt. 6»tm-10p(n 
SM. 7am-1 Opm 
_^_ Sun. 8em-9pm 
3524123 (amuVarttrLa 
Saturday _ Special 
Steak & Shrimp'S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5?49 
Includes nil you can P.II 
soup, salad, and desert Bullet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
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WASHINGTON REPORT 
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and Gaoga Booth * OaK-on* 
atiata Guati* '•(■> I nanfAn 
SutAta Tot«a CJ 
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(TMC)  MOVie   ** •■      Th«va» 
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• V Out a va"*i ol pal 11 ihalt* and 
.«t«nitmghr Dacoma impbcatad in 
an apparant mmoar 
MiSO 
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0 ABC NEWS Q 
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O  INTTRTAINMENT   1 
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0 0 NEWS 
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0STAR TT4CK 
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0 AOAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
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ITMCl MOVIE •• 
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0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
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8 CBS NEWS 
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I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
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NIGHT l"lnr.*« *ith ( m*o I , 
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ViO   LCTTEHMAN '■■-"    Sap 
lambw   19BS    ettraM  Ta> Gan 
voga>    >mmy   Bubatt  and  ctgat 
mda   Toma*   AL—/  mafca  ap 
paaranca*  In narao  «i 
0      COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Guotlt     Janny    jona*     M<rwjH 
Gam  jaflMadw   Arnold Siang 
IISPNI      NFL  S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS     faaliaad       I9S8 
Nil   Cluampajntbap       labatad  at 
graalati gama evar playaO 
12:40 
0      MOVIE       A A        Ohm* 
H9B0I  Ralph  Wau   0av>n  8- 
i 1 OO HAWAII FIVE O JIMMY SWAGGART MOV*  6*    TowatOllon 
967i   Vatcani  Pirca   M. 
IISPNI   TENNIS   MAGA7INI 
REPORTS 
1 30 
0NEWS 
IISPNI NBA  TOO AY 
2 00 
SNI&MTWATCH 
NEWS 
IISPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMO   MOV*    *** Iha 
Snmmg     il960i jAck  Nthotton 
SnABayDuvab 
2 SO 
0 NIGH TWA TCH 
(ESPN) SPOPITSCENTER 
3 TO 
MSPNI CHEERLEADINO N, 
Ironal High School CharnpionVap 
hom Orlando Fla ifl) 
4:00 
IISPNI AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR Tiantouth SCO bom Old 
mgaon SC   (Rl 
OAy-TlMl   MOVItS 
BOO 
fTMCI    ** "ha   Baaad   W 
C-agor-o Cona/     (19831 Fdwad 
ujmat Omoa  Tom Bowar 
7 TO 
fTMCI   a a a      A Fagbt   To Ba 
maajtbar     MBSBi Kannath Mora 
BortaJdAAan 
BOO 
0      ••'•       Iha  Adakng  Ma 
(hma     H989I Phytk* Daw   MAo 
OShaa 
BOO 
(TMC)   * • That  Champa* 
tlvp Saaton    H997I Bruca Oa>n 
Si acy ■aach 
11:00 
(TMCI * •     Kmg Of Tba M..«n 
taat     1198"  Harry   Haman    Jo- 
tapbBotioma 
1230 
0     •••     Tha Graaiaal Grll 
■ 1974tGktnnFord Jut* Hani* 
ITMCl    •••      lonaty    "aait 
'l9B3i  VVandy  lAwgbat   Norman 
Kaya 
2:06 
fTMCI  *• FVjpaya    119601 
Robai WVAu-itt Sbaday OuvaJ 
4 TO 
(TMCI   ••*     A  N-ght   To Ra 
mambar     I iBSBi Kannalh Mara 
Ronald Alan 
6 TO 
000NEWB 
0 PERFECT MATCH 
0   TV   AUCTION   A   i. .t -, 
phona  aattacaganra  wbaia  any 
ihmg and avar.thing aval ba auc 
tronad lo tha h-ghatt btddar 
0 STAR TREK 
0 OIFF RENT STROKCS 
0 OCEANUS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:06 
(TMa MOV* *•* lh- 
Brothar Irom Anothar Planat 
H964I Joa Morion Daryl Id- 
wadk A ganlla atbaiarrattrral 
anlh myiKM haaung poaat 
■and* m Naw Votk habo. and am 
bat t on an odyttay through Ha 
lam 
6 30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS C3 
0 HAPPY OAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPNI   FISHING  Arthu-   Sm-th 
Bfuafith  Tournamani    from long 
Wand  N V  |BI 
7:00 
I CSS NEWS 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
I WHEEL C* FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   Iniwwaw   with   goapal 
SNEWLYVVEO GAME 
BEST    OP    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
•••H 
MACNEH      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
0PM MAGAZINE modal 
Matrb— Napotaon Unwararty ol 
Akron ttudani* prapAta unutuat 
maal* badman Claanca Brown 
(haa* (hackft lagal naakng 
0 STANLFY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Ovivon lnui   |fyaj| 
OAYTIMI SPORTS 
B30 
IISPNI SPOPITSCENTER 
BOO 
IISPNI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
B:30 
IESPNI NBA TODAY 
10:00 
IISPNI   MOTORCYCLE   RAC- 
ING   Suparvoaa  from   Anaha-r, 
CAM «I 
11:00 
(EBPNI   FLY   FIBHtNQ   WITH 
JOE HUMPIARCYS 
11:30 
BSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12 30 
IEBPNI   BOOVBLHLOING   M. 
Oiympui compatition   horn  Brua- 
tat*   Batpum   (hi 
3:30 
(ISPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
'-adda. Pandaaton 115 3 i 8 
KOal t Stwton laBMnc (16-7 
11 KOM at • kr,,.,»,, ,*,„, 
kthadukad for 10 round* from 
Laa Vagaa  No*  Ml 
6 TO 
•BPNI     ARM      WRESTI.NQ 
M
«F"    L«*6 
2' 
r 
6:30 
BBVM   TENNIS   MAGAZ1NC 
NE PORTS 
f JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM   MAGAZINE      Hand*. 
AOTOM Amar<A     • rhariry avant 
for  hungar  ratal   modal  MritAMa 
Napotaon 
(BENNY HBJ, 
THREE S COMPANY 
IESPNI     STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS Di-iaon Faw  tliva) 
(NOTE   Siaong lima n lamairua 
Gama ■* tubact to Mat* Out I 
STO 
10 MAGNUM. P.I. 
COSBY   SHOW  Rudy  ba 
cor-un   tha   Mar  ol  hat   paawua 
tootbaAtaam  in ttarao (Big 
0 RIPIEY S BCLWVF IT OR 
NOTIQ 
tGUNSABOKE 
MOV* * » Taror Among 
Ua' (16601 Don Maackih. Sarah 
Puroal A rap-ti out on payola 
itraaiana tha kuaa of hva young 
woman 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL N 
fTMCI    MOVIE    **Vt    -Thaj 
Champaontr-p    Saaton       116631 
Bruca   Darn    Stacy  Kaocb    Fry* 
format    hagh    tchoo*    BANLHBAB 
ItAndOuti gatha  lor  a ovtt j-b-^g 
raunron anlh tha coach who rnAw- 
ancad Ihaa kvaa    B 
6:30 
0 FAMB.V T*S Tha Kaaton* 
a*  conwtcad that nbok  ha* -n 
couragad MaRory to largo a cof- 
•aga aducation  in tiaao  (Rig 
MO 
10 SIMON ft SIMON 
CHEERS   A   iwatl   to   tha 
CandaaAa tin,     tawt.     O.ana 
trying to kxaia » man who ath h,« 
coat at Chaark  in ttaao  IRI 
0 THE  COLBYS Sabfa  aaak* 
(omfort   w   Jaaon t   bad.   whda 
laaon taarna Iha trwtti batwvl 
Zayshary Powara vandatta agant i 
hrm  g 
I AUCTON CONTINUES 
MOV* ••* T>a»» Ca* 
Mo Mr TBMMI M9T0I Stdrtay 
Podaa. Maim I andau Alta aaa- 
atg rut bond laova tha acana of a 
onrno A pokcaman it lAYOMlatn 
about what ha thoukl do 
0    MYSTERY!      Chart**   B 
Chatat an.1 Caovoti f takan 
to toft «"* tycoon Gordon Wng- 
kty • homa whara lhav kMtn tha 
rJaad gal * raaf .itani.t,   IPat 5 of 
Big 
MO 
0 NIGHT COURT Chratiatt t 
farhai data* lor rha Nat tana at 
yoata  In ttarao  (Rl 
lOTO 
0 0 KNOTS LANDING KB 
ihy  and Ban maal  at  tha baach 
lili ill    Fata  and J* thraatan to 
drvufga taoai* horn aacn othar t 
PAW g 
0 HKL STREET BLUES An 
Apr. lOtn yttwar lakkptyona poA 
-' datamma amath ot thtaa apt 
todoo horn tha 1981-87 kvaiaen 
-■ a* iho fn^tg IBI 
0 20 / 20 Schadulad lorma 
Ftaagan *d> Datnd Stockman 
chroruckat hra aapwancat at rha 
VVhrMHOuM   Q 
INEWS 
MASTER PIE CI THE- 
ATM By tha Sword On-dad A 
Boundhaad troop • arnvll At At 
naacota aaatcttatg 'or rha fvddan 
Royafckt trhatr amptoali Lacay 
lam*, rnambar* at a brutal con 
Ikct (Pat 4 of Big 
(TMCI MOV* 0* S Popaya 
119801 Robin yVdfcama Snaaa. 
Duval VVhaa taat lung for ha* la 
tha tha tpmach aatmg sartor vrt 
it* a ovawit harnlai whara ha pack* 
up a toundkng and a akavty 
twaathaari   PG 
10:30 
t  NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
'& BOSOM BUDDIES 
II     NFL     SUPERSTARS 
'rofiiad (i.ii BJJ 
11 
oaas. 
0 TVVTLIGHT 
0 WKRP IN < 
0   BOOVWA 
S' 
S: 
ttandoui light and for Chicago 
and Dakaa and praaani haad 
coach of tha Boat 
TO 
| NEWS 
p rtKiKl/ONI 
P I CINCINNATI 
I Y TCH How ■oma 
paopta thriva a» tuattU atua 
tion* da.atopmg trait to wad 
off man rha Mikt haaala* iitit 
cankR g 
IESPNI BPEEOWECK 
11  30 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   Intainaw    wnti    goapal 
vNEWS 
NIGHT HEAT Cwttbona 
goal IO gtaat aartgtha to Imd tha 
pa ton who k«od ra* fast pain* 
0 TONIGHT Hoal Johnny 
ion  biiiarao 
INIGHTLIF4E 
MOV* * * 'A OK limit 
I19S3I Bob Hopa MaAay Boo- 
nay A hghl managw coniavaar. 
hta caraar avan Altar baang rnduci 
ad -"to iha Army 
S BENNY HkU. 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Bktak Houta" Rachard aj 
obooaaad wah ttu> Jamavoa caoa 
ikaaprta ra* manaaga to Ado A 
tratdact .. ratutrtad IPat 6 ol 81 
Q 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
O      STREETS     OP       SAN 
FRANCISCO 
O  MOVIE   **>',      ThaMowa 
Murdarat     (IBIOl Arlbur  Kama) 
da  Wat an Oalaa 
0 EYE ON HOLL YWOOO 
0 AUCTON CONTINUES 
0 COME OV CLASSICS 
IESPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
(TMCI    MOV*    ••      King  01 
Tha     Mounian       119811     Harry 
HamAn   Joaaph Bottom* 
12:30 
0 LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VtO  LETTERMAN  Actort  Tan 
Gavt   John Candy and Ootn Da 
luna   mafca    appaaranca*     ehko. 
.iwa trwat m itarao  IRi 
0      COMEOY      TONIGHT 
Guaai  SobNolaon 
(ESPNI FISHtN   HOLE 
12:40 
0   MOV*   ***      Tha  Baat 
Paopta'      (16691    Jama*    Cam 
ShafctyKnrohi 
IBM 
0 HAWAII FIVE O 
0 JIMMY SWAGGAR T 
0   MOV*   666     fade In 
119681   Burl   Rayi-okt*     Babaa 
Looon 
1:30 
0NCWS 
(ESPNI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
1:36 
rTMCIMOVW***     ABayCai 
' 16641 Kartn Man.  Robat Tort. 
2:00 
0 NIGHTWATCN 
0 NEWS 
*8PN1 SPORTSLOOK 
2:30 
0 NIGH TWA TCH 
aSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
IISPNI    STANLEV     CUP 
PLAYOFFS Ov-aonhnal  IRI 
(TMC)   MOVBE   *#*     lor-J, 
HBBttB     ,i9B3l  Wwnar  H^^^ 
Norrrujn day* 
4:40 
(TMCI     MOV*     66*     -Tha 
Brothar   Irom   Anothar    Planat 
< 16641   Joa   Morton    Oorryt  Ep> 
warda 
352-4101 
352-4143 
The Arrangement 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
181 (B)S. Main 
Downtown 
20% OFF 
Haircuts, Farms, 
Highlighting 
coupon volid 
wHhOVh 
Explrat 4/25/68 Chrl. 
c^EDKEN NC^US SEMSTIM 
HCAAaARD'S 1H 
1
 210 n. main * 
Opan noon 'til 2:30 a.m. Mon Sat 
Son 2:00 p.m. . 2:30 a.m. 
,HAPPY HOURS, 
DAILY   J 
Htlng til 9^)0 p.tn ^"F 
• POOL • DARTS • PING PONG • PINBAU 
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG 
— NO COVER — 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
ltlt E. WoBster        APA oiAr* 
STADIUM PLAZA    OUtV-AtlU I 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
"Printing means Quality" 
Complete Typesetting Service 
Professional work at reasonable prices. 
- Experienced staff to assist you. 
* Serving the area for over 8 years. 
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Fri 
